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ABSTR A C TS
Let G be a Lie group, L(G) its Lie algebra. If 5  is a closed subsemigroup 
of G, we define its tangent set L(S)  by
L(S) = { X  e L(G) : exp(fX) £ S  for t > 0 } .
It is a standard result that L(S)  is a closed convex cone— indeed a special 
such called a Lie wedge. In specific examples it is generally not so difficult to 
determine L ( S ) given S. However, in the reverse direction, it is often quite 
difficult to compute precisely the semigroup generated by exp(L(5)) (the so- 
called infinitesimaUy generated subsemigroup) and determine whether it is all 
of S. In this view, both directions are proved for the case of S={  nonsingular 
totally positive matrices } and the tangent wedges of various kinds of given 
semigroups are obtained.
We show that every upper (or lower) triangular stochastic matrix can be 
factorized as a finite product of exponentials of upper (or lower) triangular ex­
treme intensity matrices in a certain order and that the set of upper (or lower) 
triangular stochastic matrices forms a semigroup. This factorization is a char­
acterization of embeddable matrices in a restricted sense. Also, this factoriza­
tion contributes as a nice example to the Lie semigroup theory. In this way, ap­
propriate conditions are obtained under which {exp(tX )exp(sF) : t , s  > 0 } 
is a Lie subsemigroup. Extending this idea to the Lie algebra generated by 
{X, F, Z}, we show that {exp(p((< + s)X  +  s Y  +  Z)) exp(gX) exp(r(X +  F )) : 
p,q ,r  > 0, s , t  < 0 } is a Lie subsemigroup under some appropriate conditions.
Also, we prove that the embeddable matrices obtained by using a finite number 
of intensity matrices as control variables have approximate Bang-Bang repre­
sentations. This result is extended to the well-known Chattering Principle.
IN TR O D U C TIO N
This work treats problems related to a certain problem in stochastic ma­
trices known as the embedding problem by techniques of control theory, and 
Lie semigroup theory. The fundamental concepts on which these topics are 
based are from the results of Lie semigroup theory by various people, princi­
pally from [ 9 ] of J.D. Lawson and K.H. Hofman and [ 7 ] of J. Hilgert, K.H. 
Hofman, and J.D. Lawson.
This study was motivated as follows:
Firstly, in 1979 H. Frydman and B. Singer proved in [ 4 ] that the class 
of transition matrices for the finite state time-inhomogeneous birth and death 
processes (that is, the class of matrices which can be reached from the identity 
using Jacobi intensity matrices as control variables) coincides with the class 
of nonsingular totally positive stochastic matrices. But they could not char­
acterize the class of embeddable matrices in which all intensity matrices are 
used as control variables. Therefore, the problem of characterizing the class of 
embeddable matrices was suggested.
Secondly, in 1979 S. Johansen proved in a geometric way in [ 16 ] that a 
3 x 3  embeddable stochastic matrix has a representation as a product of a finite 
number of Poisson matrices (the so-called a Bang-Bang representation), but he 
could not extend the representation to the general n x n embeddable matrix. 
Therefore, the Bang-Bang representation problem for an n x n embeddable
m atrix remained open.
Thirdly, in [ 3 ], R. Brockett considered a real Lie algebra L in the set of 
n x n matrices and a conical subset S  of L. He pointed out that if the control 
variables and initial matrix are in S,  then < exp 5 > , which is the semigroup 
generated by {exp s : s G 5}, is the set of reachable matrices. He suggested 
a problem of characterizing < exp S  > . Also in [ 20 ], J.D. Lawson presented 
some ways for finding the tangent wedge of a semigroup of a group of linear 
operators and mentioned the converse problem of characterizing the semigroup 
generated by the exponential image of the tangent wedge. Therefore, the 
problem of characterizing the reachable set < exp S  > for various other cases 
of S  was motivated.
Fourthly, we found that every n x n  upper (or lower) triangular stochastic 
matrix can be factorized as a finite product of upper (or lower) triangular Pois- 
son matrices in a certain order. Since the set of all upper triangular stochastic 
matrices forms a semigroup, 5'={ exp (tiX i) . . .  exp(tn.Xn) : U > 0 and is 
upper triangular extreme intensity matrix for l < i < n } i s a  Lie semigroup. 
This example motivated us to investigate and generalize the conditions under 
which S  is a semigroup.
Chapter 1 contains some basic definitions, theorems, and propositions 
which will be used for the next chapters.
Chapter 2 is essentially devoted to finding the tangent wedges of various 
kinds of given semigroups and proving that the semigroup generated by the
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exponential image of the tangent wedge L ( S ) (the so-called infinitesimally 
generated subsemigroup) is same as S  for the case of 5={ invertible totally 
positive matrices }. Here, L(S)  is a wedge in the Lie algebra and 5  is a 
semigroup into which the exponential function maps L(S). This result can be 
translated into a characterization of the reachable set in control theory. Also, 
contents of Chapter 2 include the relationship between totally positive matrix 
and strictly totally positive matrix, the generalized Fekete’s Lemma, and the 
characterization of the reachable set in case that the control variables are in 
the set of tangent wedge of a connected Lie group.
Chapter 3 is restricted to the embedding problem. We prove that every 
upper (or lower) triangular stochastic matrix can be factorized as a finite prod­
uct of upper (or lower) triangular Poisson matrices. This implies that the set of 
all upper (or lower) triangular embeddable stochastic matrices is characterized 
as the semigroup of all nonsingular upper (or lower) triangular stochastic ma­
trices. Furthermore, the set of all embeddable matrices whose principal minors 
and almost principal minors are non-negative is characterized. Also, we prove 
that the embeddable matrices obtained by using a finite number of intensity 
matrices as control variables can be approximated by finite products of Poisson 
matrices. Therefore, those embeddable matrices have approximate Bang-Bang 
representations. And this result is extended to the well-known Chattering 
Principle : Any embeddable matrix can be approximated with finite products 
of Poisson matrices. Therefore, we prove the Chattering Principle by a Lie 
group approach which is quite different from the previous proof by Lee and 
Marcus.
Chapter 4 is mainly Lie semigroup theoretical. The two-dimensional non- 
abelian real Lie algebra L  generated by X  and Y  is isomorphic to the matrix 
Lie algebra =  ^  : a , 6 6 1R | . This isomorphism enables us to
work Lie semigroup theory through matrix Lie algebra instead of abstract 
Lie algebra. In this way, appropriate conditions are obtained under which 
{exp(<X)exp(sF) : t ,s  > 0 } is a Lie subsemigroup. Similarly, we extend 
this idea to the Lie algebra generated by { X , Y , Z }  and obtain appropriate 
conditions under which {exp(p(tX +  sF  -f Z ))exp(gX )exp(rF) : p, V,r > 
0 and s , t  < 0 } is a Lie subsemigroup. With the help of the fact that a Lie 
algebra automorphism preserves the center and the derived algebra, we show 
that {exp(p((t + s )X  + s Y  + Z)) exp(gJf )exp(r(X  +  F )) : p,q ,r  > 0, t ,s  < 0} 
is a Lie subsemigroup under some appropriate conditions. Then we confirm 
that the last theorem is a generalization of the above mentioned example in 
case of 3 x 3 upper triangular stochastic matrices.
C H A PT E R  X. PRELIM INARY CO NCEPTS
Let G be a Lie group, let L(G) be its Lie algebra, and let exp : L(G) —+ G 
denote the exponential mapping. The mappings t  i— > exp(tX) : 1R —> G 
for X  € L(G) are 1-parameter subgroups (1-parameter subgroups are always 
assumed to be continuous), and in this way a one-to-one correspondence is 
established between L(G) and the set of all 1-parameter subgroups of G. Here 
IR denotes the set of all real numbers and hereafter we shall use this notation.
We consider a basic example. Let V  denote a Banach space, gl{V) the 
space of continuous linear transformations from V  into V, and GL(V)  the 
space of all invertible continuous linear transformations from V  into V.
For G =  GL(V)  and L(G) = gl(V), it is well known that the exponential 
map exp: gl(V) —> GL(V)  coincides with the usual matrix exponential, that is, 
exp(<X) = I  + t X  + ~f (t X )2 -f. . .  for X  £ gl(V). If S  is a closed subgroup of 
GL(V),  then its Lie algebra arises as the set { X  6 gl{V) : exp ( tX)  € S  for all 
t  > 0 } . This motivates the following definition.
(1.1) Definition: For S  C GL(V),  let L(S)  = { X  € gl(V) : exp(<X) € S  
for alR > 0}. L ( S ) is called the tangent set of S.
The following Proposition is standard. For a proof, see [ 26 ].
(1.2) Proposition: For A, B  € gl(V),  one has
2Notation: Hereafter we shall denote the set of nonnegative real numbers with 
IR+ .
(1.3) Definition: A subset IT of a real topological vector space V  is called a 
wedge if it satisfies the following conditions:
( 1 ) W  + W C W  (2 )IE + WAC 1F (3) W  is closed in V.
(1.4) Proposition: If S  is a closed semigroup of GL(V),  then L ( S ) is a closed 
wedge.
Proof: Let A, B  £ L(S).  Then exp(fA) £ S  and exp(tl?) £ S  for all t > 0. 
Thanks to the Proposition(1.2), exp(t(A+I?))= lim (exp(fj4/n)exp(fJ9/n))n.fl—► OO
Clearly, exp( tA/n),  exp( tB /n)  £ S. Since S  is a closed semigroup, 
exp(f(A +  B )) £ S  for all t > 0. That is, A  +  B  £ L(S).  Also rA  £ L(S)  
for r > 0. Let B n be a sequence in L(S)  which converges to B. Then 
exp( tBn) £ S  for all t > 0. Since the exponential map is continuous, exp( tBn) 
converges to exp(tB). Therefore, exp(ti?) £ S. Since 5* is closed, exp(tB)  £ S. 
That is, B  £ L(S). Thus, L (S ) is a wedge.
(1.5) Definition: Suppose L(G ) is any Lie algebra over k. For any X  £ L{G), 
ad X  is defined as the endomorphism of L(G) given by (ad X )(F ) =  [X,Y] 
where Y  £ L(G). And ad : X  i— > ad X  is called the adjoint representation 
of L(G).
(1.6) Definition: A wedge IF in a Lie algebra L(G) is called a Lie wedge if it 
satisfies the condition,
exp(ad X ) W  =  W  for all X  £ W  D - W .
3(1.7) Definition: Let ig : G —» G be an automorphism defined by 
ig( x ) — gxg~J for each g E G. Then A d g is an automorphism of L(G) defined 
by Adg = dig for each g £ G. And A d  : y \— > A d y is called the adjoint 
representation of G.
(1.8) Theorem: Let Gi be a Lie group with Lie algebra L(G{) (i =  1,2), and 
let 7r : Gi —> G2 be an analytic homomorphism. Then the following diagram 
is commutative.
G\ ----------------------- * G2
exp
L{G\)  ---------------------- . L(G2)
dn
This theorem is standard. For a proof, see [ 27 ].
(1.9) Theorem: Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra L(G). Then the 
differential of the adjoint representation of G is the adjoint representation of 
L(G) and AdexpX =  eadX for X  e L(G).
This theorem is standard. For a proof, see [ 26 ].
(1.10) Theorem: If S  is a closed semigroup of (?L(F), then L ( S ) is a Lie 
wedge.
Proof: Let Y  £ L (S ) and X  € L ( S ) fl —L(S). Then exp( tY)  £ S  for all 
t > 0, exp ( tX)  £ S  for all t > 0, and exp(—tX )  £ S  for all t > 0. Let 
t „ p x  : GL(V)  —* GL(V)  be an automorphism defined by iexpX (T") =
(ex p X )F (ex p -X ). Thanks to the Theorem (1.8), the following diagram is
exp
4commutative.
GL
exp
l e x p  X(V)  > GL ( V )
exp
gl(V)  — ------------------ ► gl{V)
^ * e x p  X  — ^ ^ e x p  X
That is, exp(AdeXp x{*Y)) = ^exp X (exp(tF)) =  expX  exp(fF)exp(—A-). 
Thanks to the Theorem (1.9), A d expx ( t Y )  — eadX(tY)  =  teadXY. 
Therefore, exp(tead X Y )  =  exp(Adexp x ( t Y ) )  = expX  exp(tF )exp(—X). 
Thus, exp(<ead-?fF ) 6  S  for all t >  0 , that is, eadXY  G L(S).  We showed 
eadXL{S)  C L{S).
The other direction is straightforward.
Remark: A Lie wedge is to a subsemigroup of a Lie group what a Lie subal­
gebra is to a subgroup. Therefore, Lie wedges play a fundamental role for the 
Lie theory of semigroups.
(1.11) Proposition: For 5 ,,  S2 C GL(V), L{Si  n  S2)= L{Si)  n L{S2). 
Proof: Let A  G L{S\  D S2). Then exp(tA) G Si fl S 2 for all t >  0 , that is, 
A € X ( 5 j ) n L ( 5 2). T h u s ,X (5 in 5 2) C £ ( 5 1) n £ ( 5 2). Let B  G L(S i )DL(S2). 
Then exp(tR) G Si for all t >  0 and exp(tR) G S2 for all t >  0, that is, 
exp(ti?) G S  ^H S2 for all t >  0. Therefore, L(Si)  fl L(S2) C L(Si  D S2). Thus, 
x ( S i ) n x ( 5 2) = L ( S i n s 2).
(1.12) T h eo rem  (The dense interior theorem for ray semigroups) : Let G be 
a finite dimensional Lie group and S  a ray semigroup such that G is generated 
by S  and S ~ 1. Then the following conclusions hold:
5(1) S  C int S. (2) in iS  =  intS.
For a proof of the above theorem, see [ 7 ].
(1.13) Theorem  (Lawson): Let W  be a (closed) wedge in gl{V) which is also 
a multiplicative subsemigroup. Then S  =  ( I  +  W)  fl GL(V ) is a subsemigroup, 
and L ( S ) = W.
Proof: If X ,  Y  e  W,  then { I + X ) { I + Y )  =  I + X  + Y + X Y  e  I + W .  So I + W
is a subsemigroup. If X  € W ,  then exp ( tX )  =  I  +  ( tX  +  f2X 2 + . . . )  e  1 + W
for all t > 0. Thus W  C L(S).  Conversely, if exp(tA) G I + W  for all t > 0, then 
etA — I
^ e M|<=0= lim ---- -----  G W  and f e tA\t=()=A etA\t=0=A.  Hence A  € W.t—>o+ t
Thus L(S)  C W.
C H A PT E R  2. TOTALLY PO SITIVE M ATRICES
In the following we consider matrices with entries from IR. In the case V  
is an n-dimensional vector space over IR with a fixed basis, we identify gl(V) 
with the set of all n x n  matrices over IR.
(2.1) Definition: A matrix A  =  ||ajj|| (i = 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,m ; j  =  l , 2 , . . . , n )  such 
that aij > 0 for i ^  j  and aij'=0 for i =  1, 2, . . .  ,m  is called an intensity 
matrix. An intensity matrix B  is called an extreme intensity matrix if B  has 
only one nonzero off-diagonal element which is equal to 1. An extreme intensity 
matrix B  =  ||&ij|| is denoted by E m k i™ ^  k) if bmm =  - 1  and bmk = 1. E m k 
is called an extreme Jacobi intensity matrix if |m  — fc|=l.
(2.2) Lemma: Let V  =  IRn and S  be the semigroup of all invertible matrices 
with nonnegative entries. Then L(S)  =  IT, where W  is the set of all matrices 
which are nonnegative off the diagonal.
Proof: Let Eij be an extreme intensity matrix as denoted in Definition (2.1). 
Then exp(tEij) £ S  for t > 0. Thus Eij £ L(S). Let E k be the matrix 
whose elements are 0 except that the kth diagonal element is equal to 1. Then 
exp( tEk) £ S  and exp(t(—E k)) € S. Since L ( S ) is a wedge, XJici^jCn a ijEij + 
!£fc=i 0 k E k  -  1 7 kEk  €  L ( S ) for a i j ,  (3k , 7 k >  0. Therefore, W  C L(S).
Conversely suppose X £ L(S). Then X = ~ e tX\t=0=\\mt^ (j+ e~i~T £ W.  
Therefore, L(S)  C  W.
(2.3) Definition: A matrix A = ||a;jfe|| (i =  1 , 2 =  1 ,2 , . . . ,n )  is
6
7called a stochastic matrix if aik > 0 and Y*k=i aik =  1 f°r i = 1, 2, . . .  ,m .
(2.4) Lem m a: The set of all n x n stochastic matrices forms a semigroup. 
Proof: Let A  =  ||a,j|| and B  =  || be n  x n stochastic matrices. Suppose 
A B  = C. Then Cij =  Efc=i a»kbkj for i=l,  2, . . . ,  n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n.
E J U  =  E L i  E J U «ikh j  =  E L i(° ifc  E "= , M  =
Efc=i aik = 1 f°r 1) 2, . . . ,  n. This completes the proof.
(2.5) Lem m a: Let V — IRn and S  be the semigroup of all invertible matrices 
with each row sum equal to 1. Then L(S)  =  PF, where PF is the set of all 
matrices with each row sum equal to 0.
Proof: Clearly, PF is a wedge in gl(V). Suppose A B  = C. Then E j= i  cij =
E 7 , . ( E I = . <■«*«) =  E L ,  E “=i « * h j  =  E L . ( » «  E  U  M  =  E L ,
=  0. Therefore, PF is a multiplicative subsemigroup. Thanks to the 
Theorem (1.13), L({I + PF) n  GL(V)) = PF. Since ( I  + PF) fl GL(V)  =  S , 
L(5) =  PF.
(2.6) T heorem : Let V — IFF1, S be the semigroup of all invertible stochastic 
matrices, PF be the set of all intensity matrices. Then L ( S ) =  PF.
Proof: Immediate from Proposition (1.11), Lemma (2.2), and Lemma (2.5).
(2.7) Lem m a: Let S  be the semigroup of all invertible n x n  upper triangular 
matrices and PF be the set of all n  x n upper triangular matrices. Then 
L(S) = W.
Proof: Let w E PF Then exp(iw) — I  + tw + ^ w 2 +  Thus, exp(tta) G S
for all t > 0. Therefore, PF C L(S).
8Let A  € L(S).  Then exp(<A.) (z S  C.W  for all i > 0.
A = J.A
dt t=o = hm € W.
Thus, L(S) C W.
(2.8) T heorem : Let S  be the semigroup of all n x n  invertible upper triangular 
stochastic matrices and W  be the set of all n x n upper triangular intensity 
matrices. Then L ( S ) =  W.
Proof: Immediate from Proposition (1.11), Lemma (2.6), and Lemma (2.7).
(2.9) D efinition: A rectangular matrix A  =  ||aifc|| (i =  l ,2 , . . .m  : k =  1,2, 
. . .  ,n ) is called totally positive—hereafter denoted by T P — if all its minors of 
any order are nonnegative. Also, a rectangular matrix is called a strictly totally 
positive—hereafter denoted by STP— if all its minors of any order are positive.
N o ta tio n : We will denote the determinant formed from elements of the given 
matrix A  =  ||ajfc|| (i =  1 ,2, . . . ,  m; k = 1, 2, . . .  ,n ) as follows:
a  (  *2 •  •  •  ip \  _
A \ k 1 k2 . . .  kp )  ~
®it hi 2
i aijk2
a ip k i  a ip k 3
a i i k p
a i 3kp
®ipkp
(2.10) T h eo rem  (Binet-Cauchy formula): Suppose that an n  x n  square 
matrix C = ||cij|| is the product of two rectangular matrices A =  | | | |  and 
B  =  ||&fej|| of dimension m  x n and n  x m  , respectively : that is, Cjj = 
E?=i aubij (*>J = l ,2 , . . . ,m ) .  Then
k2 . . .  K
'n  V ki ko . . .  k~ ) ** I L
l<kx<. . .kp*
c  f i i  i i  • • • ip \  _  y ^  A  (  i i  *2 • • • ip \  B  f  fci  . . .  k p \  
U  J p j  *1 K )  U> 3 2 . . .  i p )
9For a proof of the above Theorem, see [ 5 ].
(2.11) C oro llary : The set of all TP matrices forms a closed semigroup. 
Proof: Immediate from the Binet-Cauchy formula.
(2.12) D efinition: The square matrix A  =  ||aij|| Is called a Jacobi matrix if 
all elements outside the main diagonal and the first super-diagonal and sub­
diagonal are zero.
(2.13) D efinition: Let A  =  ||otj|| be an n  x n square matrix. The principal 
minors of A are the scalars of the form
A ( j i  i 2 X  )  f°r 1 -  Zl =  -71 < *2 =  J2 < • • • < ip = j P < n.
(2.14) L em m a (Gantmacher): A Jacobi matrix is TP if and only if all its 
elements and principal minors are nonnegative.
For a proof of the above Lemma, see [ 5 ].
(2.15) T heorem : Let S  be the semigroup of all invertible TP matrices and W  
be the set of all Jacobi matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal elements. Then 
L(S)  =  W.
Proof: That S  is a semigroup follows from Corollary (2.11). Thanks to the
Proposition (1.4), L ( S ) is a wedge. Let A=exp(tEij)  for |i — j |= l ,  where
is the extreme intensity matrix. Then A is a Jacobi matrix such that all its
entries outside the main diagonal except for (ij )-th entry (which is 1 — e_ t)
are 0 and all its main diagonal entries except for (u')-th entry (which is e- t )
are 1. For 1 < ii =  j i  < . . . <  ip = j p < n, A (*}  *2 V* ) is the
\ J i  J2 ••• J p j
10
determinant of the triangular matrix whose diagonal elements are from the 
diagonal elements of A. Since every element of A  is positive, principal minors 
of A  are positive. Thanks to the Lemma (2.14), A  is TP. Thus, Ei j  G L ( S ) .  
Let Ek be the matrix such that all its entries are 0 except for the (kk )-th entry 
which is equal to 1. Then exp(tEk) is the matrix such that all its entries outside 
the main diagonal are 0. Clearly, exp(tjBfc) is TP. Similarly, exp(<(—Ek)) is 
TP. Thus, +Ek, —Ek G L ( S ) .  Since L ( S ) is a wedge,
n  n
^ &ijEi j  -)- ^   ^ bkEk  ^  ] CkEk G L ( S )  for ®tj, bk, Cfc ^  0.
l k=i fc=i
Therefore, W  C L ( S ) .
The following of the reverse inclusion proof comes from an idea of S. Karlin
[ 19 ]. Let A  G L ( S ) .  Then exp(tyl) is TP for all t > 0.
Let H ( t ) =  exp(f>l) =
( h u ( t ) h12(t) . . .  hln(t)
h2i(t) h,22(t) ••• h2n{t)
' h ni(<) hn2(t)
Then A = — e at
tA  i
AA
lt=o lim t—»o+
^21(0) ^22(0)
1(0) h'n2(o)
If j  > i+ 1, Aij(t) =
K n (0) \
K n i O )
h 'n n i 0)^
> 0 for all t > 0. Since hpq(0) = 0 for p 7^  q, j4ij(0) =  0. Thus, -4"(0) = 
lim*_+0+ *><«>;**'<?•> > 0. Therefore, A'y (0) =  - h ^ 0) > 0. But, /^ (0 )  > 0 
since hij(t) > 0 and hjj-(O) =  0. Therefore, 0) =  0 for j  > i +  1 and 
i =  1, 2, . . . ,  n — 1.
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Similarly, h -^(O) =  0 for j  < i — 1 and i —2, 3, . . . , n .  Since hP9(0) =  0 and 
hpg (t ) >  0 for p q and * >  0. fc~(0) > 0 for p q. Therefore, A  is a Jacobi 
matrix with nonnegative off-diagonal elements. Thus, L ( S ) =  W .
(2.16) Theorem: Let S  be the semigroup of all invertible TP stochastic ma­
trices and W  be the set of all Jacobi intensity matrices. Then L(S) = W.  
Proof: Immediate from the Proposition (1.11), Theorem (2.6), and Theorem
(i , j  =  l ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  H  G S T P  follows from a theorem of Polya [ 29 ]. Let
for p = 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,n  by Binet-Cauchy formula. Since A  is nonsingular, the row 
rank of A  is n.
(2.15).
(2.17) D efinition: An n x  n  matrix is called totally positive of order m and 
is denoted by TPm if all its minors of order j  < m  are nonnegative. Also, an 
n x n matrix is called strictly totally positive of order m and is denoted by 
S T P m if all its minors of order j  < m  are positive.
(2.18) Lem m a: Let A  =  ||atj|| be a nonsingular n  x n (n > m)  totally positive 
matrix of order m.  Then there exists a sequence of strictly totally positive 
matrices {Uk} of order m which converges to A.
Proof: For 0 < q <  1, we consider the auxiliary matrix H  =  H(q) = ||q^ •7^ j|
U =  AH.
12
For p =  m,
j j  |  *1 *2 • • * *'m j
\  J l  72 • • • j m  /
y  a ( {i ••• Xm) j r ( ri  ••• rm>)
l < r 1< r 2. . . < r Tn
Since >1 € TPm by assumption,
A f t i  ta . . .  ^ \ > Q
Y n r 2 • • • r m  )
Suppose A ( ll %2 ' "  *m J =  0 for every 1 < rj < r 2 < . . .  < rm < n.\ r !  r2 . . .  rm J
( aui  . . .  Oj
Then the row rank of
tin
is strictly less than m.
\  a im  1 • • " a i
This implies the row rank of A  is strictly less than n. By contradiction,
A ( ii *2 ••• *m J >  0 for some 1 <  ri <  . . .  <  rm <  n.
\ r i  r2 . . .  rm J ~ ~
Therefore, U € STP m.
From the Binet-Cauchy formula,
Ui j = u f l) =  y  A f t ')irfr.') =auq(j~1)3 + ... + aijl + ... + a,inq(n~j)3
'  i < r < n
= + q(a sum of nonzero terms).
As q —* 0, Uij —> ajy. That is, 17 —► A  as q —> 0. Therefore, the proof is 
completed.
(2.19) Theorem: Let Si be a set of all n  x n  TP nonsingular matrices and S2 
be a set of all n  x n  strictly TP matrices. Then the interior of Si  is S2 and 
S 2 D S 3 — Si,  where S 3 is the set of all n  x n invertible matrices.
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Proof: Let <j>k ’ Si —» IR+ be a map defined by <^fc(.4.)=product of all fcth 
order minors of A  for k =  1,2, Then each <j>k is continuous. Thus,
^ ( ( 0 ,  oo)) is open by continuity. Clearly, ^ ^ 1((0, oo)) is the set of all 
strictly totally positive matrices of order k. Let B = n fc=i^fc1((0> oo))- Then 
B  is the set of all strictly totally positive matrices and is an open set. Thus, S 2 
is open. Similarly, we may show Si  is closed. Therefore, S 2 Q interior of Si,  
and 52 C Si.
Let x be a matrix whose kth  order minor is 0. Suppose x € interior of 5j. 
Then there exists a neighborhood N  of x such that N  C Si.  But N  contains 
matrices whose fcth order minors are negative. By contradiction, the interior 
of Si  does not contain any matrix whose fcth order minor is 0 for k = 1, . . .  ,n . 
Therefore, the interior of Si is same as 52.
Let y be a TP matrix. Thanks to the Lemma (2.18), there exists a sequence 
{yn} of STP matrices such that yn —» y. Thus, y G S 2 . That is, Si C S 2 . The 
proof is completed.
(2.20) Lemma (Fekete): If an n x m matrix (n > m)  has all its minors of order 
m  — 1 which come from the first m  — 1 columns and all m th order minors which 
come from consecutive rows positive, then all m th order minors are positive.
For a proof of the above lemma, see [ 19 ].
(2.21) Lemma: If an n  x n matrix A — ||atj|| (n > m)  has all its minors 
of order m  — 1 positive and has all its minors of order m  which come from 
consecutive rows positive, then all m th order minors are positive.
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Proof: Consider an arbitrary m x m submatrix P  of A.
Determinant P =  A  I 1 *2 " '  *m ^
\  j  1 J2  • • • j m  )
hji  a»ii2 
hji ahji
“ frnil 01J “ I m j l
•Um
* s jm
(  a l j l a l j 2 a l j m
a i i j i a h h a * l  j m
a i i j l a i 2}2 a h  jm.
a i m j l a i m i  2 * * '  ® * m jm
K o.n j 1 a n j 2 a n j m
Then n x m matrix 5  has all its minors of order m — 1 which come from the 
first m — 1 columns positive and has all its m th order minors which come from 
consecutive rows positive. Thanks to the Lemma (2.20), all m th order minors 
of B  are positive. Therefore, the determinant of P  is positive.
(2.22) Lem m a: If an n x n nonsingular matrix A — ||a^ || (n > m) has all its 
minors of order m — 1 nonnegative and has all its minors of order m which come 
from consecutive rows nonnegative, then all m th order minors are nonnegative. 
Proof: Let U = AH,  where H  is the matrix defined in the proof of Lemma
(2.18). By the same argument as Lemma (2.18), U G S T P m-1 and U G STP m 
based on consecutive rows. Thanks to the Lemma (2.20), U G S T P m. Since U 
converges to A, A G TPm.
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(2.23) L em m a: Let v  = |K . || be an n  x n  nonsingular TP matrix. Then 
Vji > 0, v2i > 0, . . .  ,vpi > 0, Vp+i,i = . . .  = vnl =  0 for some p.
VqiVrj = —vqlvrj for j  = 2, 3 , . . . , n. Therefore, vrj =  0 for j  =  2, 3 , . . . ,n .  
Since vri =  0, the r th  row of the matrix V  is 0. Thus, the determinant of V  is 
0. But V  is nonsingular by hypothesis. This contradicts that the determinant 
of V  is 0.
(2.24) L em m a: Let W2, . . .  Wn be the rows of an n x n nonsingular
TP matrix W  =  IK jll- Set I = max{ k : Wki > 0 } and let W i- i,i =
(3) If tyj-i,! =  wn  and =  u2 =  1, then IPj-i,! is TP.
Proof: Thanks to the Lemma (2.23), w\\  > 0 , . . .  ,w i_i,i > 0, and wn > 0.
(1) Consider the following three cases (a), (b), and (c).
(a) Suppose m th order minor of W i - i tj which comes from consecutive 
rows contains the Zth row of j (1 between its first row and its last row. 
Suppose p + k — l < p - \ - m  — l < n .
Proof: Suppose uri =  0 and vgi > 0 for r < q. 0 < Vrl Vrj =  vv\ vqj —
v gl Vqj
(kFl 5. . . , ^ _ j ,  tn W i - u t W t - u  Wl+i, . . . , W n )*.
, then is TP.
, then W t- 1,1 is TP.(2) If > to,j, u i =  -- — y - -, and tt2 =Wl-1,1
p p + 1 
3i h
p + k ~ 1 p + k 
3k-1 3k
p +  m  — 1
p + 1
32
i - 1  I
3 k - 1 3k
p + 1
32
l - l  l - l  
j k - l  j k
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since the second determinant equals to 0. Therefore, all m th order minors of 
W i - i,i which come from consecutive rows and contain the 1th  row of W j-i,i 
between its first row and its last row are nonnegative.
(b) Suppose m th order minor of which comes from consecutive
rows contains the Zth row of W j_iti as its first row.
=  UlW
( ■
1 + 1 
32
f  I 1 + 1 . . .  I + m  — 1 \
_1, 1 \ j l  32  • • •  j m  )
X\ - u 2w ( 1- 1 ( +  1
/  \  31 32
I + m  
jm
I + m  - 
j m ')
t t l w i - i , i i
u 2 w i ,h wi,j» W Un>
= 0 w i + h h W l + l J ,
0 w l-\-m—l, j i w l+ m —l , j 2
{ i ( I I ••• 1 +  m — 1 \  . . .i h ... j - 0,
0 if j i  = 1.
Therefore, all m th order minors of Wi- \^  which come from consecutive rows 
and contain the 1th  row of W i - i j  as its first row are nonnegative.
(c) Suppose m th order minor of W j-i ,i which comes from consecutive rows 
contains the 1th row of Wi- a s  its last row. As same argument as in (a), we 
can show that all m th order minors of W i - i,i which come from consecutive 
rows and which contain the 1th row of Wi- a s  its last row are nonnegative. 
From (a), (b), and (c), £ TPm based on the consecutive rows. Clearly,
Therefore, W i - i j  is TPi.
.— ( V  0 - ° -
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Suppose W i- i,i is TP m - 1. Since W  and W i - i j  are row equivalent matri­
ces, PFi-1,1 is nonsingular. Thanks to the Lemma (2.22), G TPm. By
induction on the order of its minors, G TP.
(2) The proof is very similar to that of part (1).
(3) The proof is very similar to that of part (1). The only different thing is
ri = r2 = 1 here while n  = and r 2 = UWi„ 1(
(2.25) Lemma: Suppose an n x n  matrix
/ 0 . . .  0 0 .. ° \
®21 022 •• • 0 0 . . 0
A  = ®Z-1,1 ®Z-1,2 ••• ®Z-1,Z-1 an • • 0
0 ai2 . . .  at,i-i an 0
V 0 an 2 • • • ®n , Z- l 0>nl • • 0 /
where I — l=m ax{ k : a^i >  0}.
Then
/  an 0 0
a 21 a 22 0
A i  = ®Z-1,1 ®Z-1,2 ~  ®Z2 • • •  ®Z--1 ,1 -1  — ®z,z-i
0 ai2 ®Z,Z-1
V 0 a n2 ® n, Z- l
is invertible and TP,
0
0
0
an
anl
0 \  
0
0
0
ar
is TP
if all elements of the I — 1th row of A\  are nonnegative.
Proof: Clearly, is T P j.
Suppose A\  is TPm-1
To show A\  is TPm based on the consecutive rows, consider the following three 
cases.
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(1) Suppose m th order minor of A\  contains the I — 1th row of A\  between its 
first row and its last row.
A ( p P + 1  ••• / — l  I ••• p +  m  —l \
\ 3 i  32  • • •  j l - i  j l  • ••  j m  )
_  a  (  P P + 1  ••• / — 1 I • • • p  +  m  — 1 \
\ J l  32  • • •  j l  — 1 j l  • • •  j m  )
_ a (  p P + 1  ••• 1 1 ••• P +  m ~ lN\ > 0
\ J l  J 2  • • •  j l - 1 j l  . . .  j m  )  ~
(2) Suppose m th order minor of A\  contains the I — 1th  row of A\  as its first 
row.
( I  — 1 I . . .  l + m  — 2 \
\  J l  J 2  . . .  j m  )
= a ( ^ ~  1 * ■" 1 + m ~ _  a (  I I " •  l + m  — 2 \ > p
\  j l  J 2  • • • j m  /  \ i l  J 2  . . .  j m  /
(3) Suppose m th order minor of A\  contains the I — 1th row of A\  as its last 
row.
A , ( l - . m  ••• ' - 1 )
V 31 • • • J m  /
_  a  ( I ~  m . . .  1 — 1 \  _  £  ( I ~~ m  • • • 1 — 2 I \
\  j l  • • • j m  /  \  j l  . . .  J m —1 j m )
a l - m , j x • • ■ a l — m , j rn 0
= f l i - 2 , j i • • • ° i - 2 , i m 0
® l - l , J i 0.1-1 ,j m 1
°* , i i a l , jm 1
1 ( I -  m  . . .  1 - 2  l - l  A
*  . . .  i - ,  y» / J 2 0 ’
„ 0, otherwise.
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From (1), (2), (3), A\  is TPm based on the consecutive rows.
As same argument as shown in Lemma (2.24), we can show A\  is TP.
(2.26) Lemma : Let Cj, C2 , • • •, Cn be the columns of n  x n nonsingular upper 
triangular TP matrix C =  ||c;j|| =  (Ci, C2 , . . .  ,Cn). Set I — max(k  : cj*. > 0) 
and =  (Cl f . . . ,  Ci- 1 +  Ci — (piCi — P2 (Ci-i  + Ci)), P1 C1 — p2 {Ci-x +
Proof: Since C is TP, cn  > 0, c12 > 0 , . . . , c u  > 0, Ci.j+i =  . . .  =  cln — 0, 
and C 1 is TP. Clearly, C l has C{,. . . ,  C^ as its rows.
/  C\ \
C i ) ,  C 1+ 1 ,  . . . ,  C n )  f o r  P i  —
C l . l - l + C n and p2= 7 Su-  Then CU - 1 is TP.r  Cl,l-l- 1
C l  2
Let B  =  Cj_1 +  C\
ci
\  c*n )
Clearly, B  is TP and nonsingular.
/ \
L e t E -  Pic f  - p 2( c / _ ; + c i  
Cf+1
Then E  is nonsingular and TP by Lemma (2.24). The (I — 1, l)-th entry of 
E  is c j j , (I, l)-th  entry of E  is 0, and (11)-th entry of E  is cm from simple
20
computation.
By Lemma (2.25), N  =
c i
c u
c / . ,  +  C} -  (p , c ; -  p 2( c f _ t +  C i) )  
p > c {  -  M C U  +  C i )  
c ;+1
is TP.
\  C'n /
Therefore, N l =  (C i , . . .  ,C j_2, C 1 - 1  + Ci — (p\Ci  — p2 (Ci-i  +  C\)), piCi  — 
P2 {Ci-i  +  Ci), . . . ,  Cn) is TP as we wanted.
(2.27) T heorem : If W  = ||wjj|| is an n x n  nonsingular TP matrix, then it 
can be represented as W  =  B \ B 2 ■.. B n- i C i C 2 • • • Cn- \  where B{ and Ci are 
of the form
Bi  =  exp(/*)n_1) e x p (j;_ 1)U_2) . . .  exp(Jf+hi)
Ci =  e x p ( ^ 4 re_i+1) e x p ( ^ lin_i+2) .. . e x p ( ^ l i in)
where J\p is the matrix such that its (fcfc)-th entry is a\k, its (fcp)-th entry 
is a\p > 0, and other entries are 0 and Hiq is the matrix such that its (11)-th 
entry is b\v its (lq)-th entry is bJlq > 0, and other entries are 0. That is, J kp 
and Hfq are Jacobi matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal elements.
Proof: Assume u>ni > 0. Then Wki > 0 for k =  1, 2, . . .  n  — 1 by Lemma (2.23).
Let Hk,k- 1 =
/ I 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 V>kl v>ki  2 0W k - 1,1 Wfc- i . j
\ 0 0 0 0 1 /
21
* M - i
( 1  0 
0 1
0 0
0
0
0 
0
1 _  wkl
W k - 1 , 1
0 \
0
©o
0 0 • • • 1 /
/ I o  . .
oo
. .  0 \
0 i  . . . 0  0 . .  0
a n d  Gk,k- 1  =
0 o  . . . 1 1 . .  0
\ 0 o  . . . 0  0 . .  l )
L e t  W i , W2 , . . .  Wn b e  t h e  r o w s  o f  W  = (Wu w 2, . . ,W n). S e t
( W „ . . . , W » - 1 ,  f t W n - f t l W n - , ) ,  w ; _ l f l =  ( W 1 , . . . , w „ - „ q[Wn
and C - ltl = (W» W n-i, -  ^ n - i )  where
ga =  w» t-^ n -t,t» « i=  and 92=
ty.nl
Consider the following three cases
(1) In case of wn- i ,i  < wni
Clearly, W  =  Since > 1 and -  1 > 0, =
exp(J^n_ j ) for some Jacobi matrix «7^ n_i with nonnegative off-diagonal ele­
ments as denoted in the hypothesis. By Lemma (2.24), PPn-1,1 is TP. There­
fore, W  = e x p (J4 ,n - i)^ n -i,i, where Wn-\ , i  is TP.
(2) In case of wn- ltl > wni
Clearly, W  = H ^ W ^ .  Since 0 < ^  < 1 and 0 < 1 -
Hhn - 1  = exP(J"n-i)  f°r some Jacobi matrix J nn_j with nonnegative off-
diagonal elements. By Lemma (2.24), W^_ ln  is TP. Therefore, W  =
exP(j 'n,n-iWn-. lti , where is TP.
(3) In case of Wn_i,i =  wni
Clearly, W  = Also> G„,n- i  =  exp(J"|n- i )  f°r some Jacobi ma­
trix J"ln- 1  with nonnegative off-diagonal elements. By Lemma (2.24), W "_, ]
22
is TP. Therefore, W  =  exp(J"U ,)W "_ lfl, where is TP.
From (1), (2), (3),
{ exP(^nn-l)W n-l,l> if ^ n - 1,1 <  t!7»i; eXp(Jn,n-l)WL-l,U if ™n-l,l > «Jn l; 
eM J n , n - l  W n - l , l ,  ** wn -l,l  =  Wnl.
where PFn-1,1, W„_lfl , W"_ltl are TP and nonsingular.
As same as above, we can factorize any of Wn- i , i ,  W^n-i,i, ^ n - i  l depend­
ing on the case because all of them are TP. Continuing this process, we can 
represent W  as W  =  B i Vji, where 2?i is as same as denoted in the hypothesis 
and
/V ll v12 
0 X>22
'11
Vln \  
V2n
G TP.
V 0 ^2n ••• ®nnt
Since Vu  is TP, we can factorize Fn  as above and represent Vu  =  B 2U22 , 
where
U 2 2 =
/ t t l l U12 «13 • • «ln \
0 u22 u23 • u2n
0 0 V>33 ■ U3 n
• • ; iV 0 0 «n3 • unn >
€ TP.
Continuing this process, we can represent W  as W  = B \ B 2 . . .  B n- \ K ,
€ TP.
Let K \ , . . . , K n be the columns of K  — ||fctj|| =  (JFCa, K 2, . . . , K n) and let
/ =  max( m  : klm > 0) and K iti- 1 =  ( K i , . . . ,  K 1 - 1  + Ki -  (uiKi  -
u2( K i-  1 +  ATi))> u i K i ~ u 2(Ki - i  +Ki) ,  . , K n ) for u x =  and"'1,1 — 1
/  fcn fci2 . kin \
where K  =
0 k22 . k2rt
•
\  0 0 . k• • ,lnn /
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Then K  = K U -,1-1 ■*** 1 M t - i j
( 1 0 . . . 0 0 . .  0 \
where i }i = 0 0 . . . *1,1-1 ki 1 . .  0*l,»-l + *ll *l,l-l+*ll
U 0 . . . 00 00 . .  0 .. 1 /
Therefore, Mi^ i j  =  exp(f f fz}i )  o^r some Jacobi matrix E f l j i  with nonneg­
ative off-diagonal. Thanks to the Lemma (2.26), K i j - i  is TP. Continuing 
the above process, we can represent K  as K  — D\\  exp(jHrj 2 ) . . .e x p  ( B ' „ )
= D u C n - l ,
G TP.
Since D u  is TP, we can factorize D u  again as above and represent D u  = 
D2 2 Cn — 2
G TP.
Continuing this process, we can represent K  as K  =  C 1 C2  •. • Cn_ i . Therefore, 
W  = B i B 2 . . . B n- i C i C 2 . . . C n- i
where D u  =
/  da  
0
0
d22 <*2n
V 0 0 dnn J
(  en 0 0 . . .  0 \
0 e22 0 . . .  0
where E n  — 0 0 633 e3n
\  0 0 0 fnn '
(2.28) T heorem : Suppose that a n n x n  matrix X (f) evolves in time according 
to
dt
where -A(t) is piecewise continuous with the values in the wedge set W  of some 
n x n  matrices. Then B = X( t )  for some T  > 0 if and only if B  is in the 
semigroup generated by { exp w : w G W  }.
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Proof: Suppose B  is in the semigroup generated by { exptw : w £ W  }. Then 
B  = exp(Un)exp(Un- i ) .. .exp(Ui),  where Ui £ W, for 1 < i < n.
Consider f t X{t)  =  A(t)X{t)  ; X(0) =  / ,
where A(t)  =  < <2 ~tl
E/„
if 0 < t < ti ;
if t < <2 ; 
if <n_, < < •k *n  ~ * n -  1
The above control variables are in W  since IT" is a wedge. For 0 < t < 
t j ,  X( t )  =  exp(—^ t). Clearly, X (f,) =  exp(C/,). For U < t < t2, solve 
i m  =  ; * (« .)  = Then X(t )  =  e x p ( ; ^ ( <  -  (,))
exp(Uj) for ti < t < t2. Thus, X ( t 2) =  exp(U2)exp(U1). Continuing this 
process, X( i )  -  e x p ( j ^ ^ - ( /  -  /»_,)) exp(l/n_ i ) .. .exp({7,) for t > 
Clearly, X (f„) =  exp(£/n) exp(f7n_ i ) . .  .exp(t/1) =  5 .  Therefore, there exists 
t n such that B  =  X(<n).
Suppose B  =  X ( T )  for some T  > 0 and tm- \  <  T  < tm.
Consider f t X{t)  =  A{t)X{t)  ; X(0) =  I,
' V u  if 0 < < < <i;
V2, i f / ,  < / < < 2; 
where =  .
„ Fm if < t < t m
for F; <E IF. Then JT(<) =  exp((T -  <„_,)Vrn)exp((<n_1 -  <„_2)Fn„ 1)
.. .exp(<,Vi). Since IF is a wedge, B = X( t )  is in the semigroup generated by
{expw : w 6 IF}.
(2.29) T heorem : Suppose that a n n x n  matrix X( t)  evolves in time according 
to A x ( t )  =  A(t)X(t)  ; X(0) =  I.  If A(t) is piecewise continuous with the 
values in the set o f n x n  Jacobi matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal elements
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for all t > o, then the set of reachable matrices, forms a semigroup of all 
invetible TP matrices.
Proof: Let S  be a semigroup of all n  x n nonsingular TP matrix, W  be a set 
of all n  x n Jacobi matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal elements, and Wj 
be a semigroup generated by { expto : w £ W  }. Thanks to the Theorem 
(2.15), L(S) = W.  Since S  is a semigroup, Wi  C S.  By Theorem (2.27), 
any element in S  is a finite product of exponentials of Jacobi matrices with 
nonnegative off-diagonal elements. Therefore, S  C W\.  Thus, W\  =  S.  By 
Theorem (2.28), B  £ X ( T )  for T  > 0 if and only if B  £ Wi.  This implies 
is a reachable set. Therefore, the set of reachable matrices form a semigroup 
of all invertible TP matrices.
Remark: We characterized a reachable set in a very difficult way for the 
case that the control variables are in the set of tangent wedge of a certain 
Lie semigroup. But the characterization of a reachable set in case that the 
control variables are in the set of tangent wedge of a connected Lie group is 
much easier than that in the above case because any element g in a connected 
Lie group G can be represented as g = exp(X j) . . .  exp(Jffc) where X{ £ Lie 
algebra of G.
(2.30) Theorem: Let G be a connected Lie group, and L its Lie algebra. For 
any g £ G, there are a finite number of elements X i , . . .  ,Xk  of L,  such that 
g = exp(X1)...e x p (J ffc).
For a proof of the above Theorem, see [ 22 ]
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(2.31) Theorem: Let 5  be a connected matrix Lie group. Suppose that an 
n  x n matrix X( t )  evolves in time according to
j X ( l )  = A(t)X(t )  ; X(0) =  / .
If A(t)  is piecewise continuous and in L ( S ) for all t > 0, then X( t )  will be in 
S.  Furthermore, the set of reachable matrices is exactly same as S.
Proof: Let Q be the semigroup generated by { exp s : s £ L(S)  }. Thanks to 
the Theorem (2.30), S  C Q. Clearly, Q C S.  Therefore, S  =  Q. The proof is 
completed by Theorem (2.28).
Exam ple o f the above Theorem: Suppose that an n x n matrix X(t)  
evolves in time according to ^ X ( t )  =  A(t)X(t)  ; X(0) =  I .  If A(t) is the 
skew-symmetric matrix and its trace is 0 for all t > 0, then X (t) will be an 
orthogonal matrix whose determinant is 1 . Furthermore, the set of reachable 
matrices is exactly same as the Lie group SO(n,  1R). where SO(n,  IR) =  { X  : 
detX = 1 and X X * =  I  }
Proof: It is well known that SO(n,  IR) is a connected Lie group. Also it is 
clear that L(SO(n,  IR)) =  { A : trace(A) = 0 and A  +  A 1 = 0 }. The result 
is immediate from Theorem (2.31).
C H A PT E R  3. EM BEDDA BLE M ATRICES
(3.1) D efin ition  : A Markov chain is a two parameter continuous family 
{ P(s , <), 0 < s < t < T  < o o } o f  stochastic matrices satisfying the Chapman- 
Kolmogorov equations:
P(s,  t) =  P(s, u)P(u,  t), 0 < s < u < t < T  and P(s , s) =  7, 0 < s < T.
The stochastic matrix P  is called embeddable if there exists a Markov chain 
such that P(0, 1) =  P.
From the above definition, it was proved by Goodman ([ 6 ]) that a nonsin­
gular stochastic matrix P  is embeddable if and only if there is a two-parameter 
family of absolutely continuous matrix functions { P (s, t), 0 < s < t < T <  
oo } satisfying
Q
(1) t) ~  t)Q(t) where t g  N,
(2) — P(s,  t ) =  — Q(s)P(s,  <) where s g  N,
(3) P(s, s) =  I  and such that P(0, 1) =  P,
where N  is a null set for Lebesque measure and Q(t) is a bounded measurable 
function with values in the set of intensity matrices.
Consider the control system for s = 0 and P(i) = P (0, i) from the above 
: P(t) = P(t)Q(t) t $  N,  P ( 0) =  I .  From this view, a nonsingular stochastic 
matrix P is embeddable if it can be reached from the identity in a finite time
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using a bounded measurable controller Q(t) with values in the set of intensity 
matrices.
(3.2) T h eo rem  (Frydman and Singer): The set o f n x n  matrices which can 
be reached from the identity using a bounded measurable controller Q(t) with 
values in the set of Jacobi intensity matrices coincides with the set of n x n 
nonsingular TP stochastic matrices.
For a proof of the above Theorem, see [ 4 ].
R em ark : Frydman and Singer could not characterize the more general class of 
embeddable matrices in which intensity matrices are used as control variables.
(3.3) T h eo rem  (Control theoretic version of Theorem (3.2)): Suppose that an 
n x n  matrix X(t)  evolves in time according to X( t )  =  X(t)A(t)  ; X(0) =  I. 
If A(t)  is the n  x n Jacobi intensity matrix for all t > 0, then X( t )  will be 
a nonsingular TP stochastic matrix. Furthermore, the set consisting of X(i)  
for all < > 0, that is, the set of reachable matrices, forms the semigroup of all 
invertible TP stochastic matrices.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem (3.2).
(3.4) C oro lla ry  : The set of all 2 x 2 embeddable matrices coincides with the 
semigroup of all 2 x 2 nonsingular stochastic matrices of nonnegative determi­
nants.
Proof: Clearly, the set of 2 x 2 Jacobi intensity matrices is same as the set of 
2 x 2  intensity matrices. Thus, the corollary is immediate from the Theorem
(3.2).
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(3.5) T heorem : Suppose that an n x n matrix X( t )  evolves in time according 
to X ( t ) =  A(t)X(i)  ; X(0) =  I.  If A(t)  is the n x n  intensity matrix for all 
t > 0, then -X'(t) will be a nonsingular stochastic matrix.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem (2.6).
R em ark : For the case of n  =  2 in the above theorem, the set of reachable 
matrices forms a semigroup of all invertible stochastic matrices of nonnegative 
determinants by Corollary (3.4). But it is not true that for n > 2, the set 
of reachable matrices coincides with the semigroup of all invertible stochastic 
matrices.
(3.6) Lem m a:
Let A
( 1 0  . . . 0 0 . . .  0  ^
0 1 . . . 0 0 . . .  0
0 0  . . . a pp app+1 •■•  ®pn
0 0  . . . 0 1 . . .  0
Ko 0  . . . 0 0 . . .  1 )
be an n x n  nonsingular
stochastic matrix. Then A  can be represented as A — exp(tP)P+i Ep,p+i) 
exp(tPlP+2^ P)P+2) .. . exp(tpni?pn), where Eij is an extreme intensity as de­
noted in Definition (2.1)
Proof: Since A  is stochastic, app +  aPiP+i -f . . .  +  apn = 1. Since A  is upper 
triangular and nonsingular, determinant of A — app > 0.
T ± a PP  a p ,p + i + l  "b ■ • • +  Op n r . 1 0Let xp+i =   — ----------------—  for i =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,n.
Upp "b flp ,p + i  ~b • • • 4" O'pn
Then 0 < xp+i < 1 for i =  1,2, . . .  ,n  since app > 0. For i =  1, xp+i =  app +
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®p,p+2 "I" ■ • • "f dpn. ThllS, dp^-i-] — 1
f l pp d" Q,ptp+ 3  +  . . . -f- dpn Gpp ® p ,p + 3 ”1" ■ ■ • d" & pn 
®p+2 — : : ; — •
d p p  ~t  ® p ,p + 2 i • • • i O pn  ® p + l
Thus, aPtp+2 =  xp+1 -  ®p+ia:p42 =  *P+ i(l -  ®p+2). Inductively, *p+i*p+2 . . .  
*p+fc—l ~  ®pp -f-®p,p+fcd~ > • • d-ttpn. lor k — 2 , . . .  ,ra p and 3^ 412^42 • • • *p+fc—i 
®p+fc =  ®pp d* ®p,p-t-fc+i d- • • • d~ dpw Therefore, Upfp4  ^ =  ®p-t-i • • • ®p+fc—i( l  
«p+fc) for A: =  2 , . . . ,  n — p. We have 1 — app + dp<p+1 +  dPtP+2 • • • + dpn
~  a PP d" ( 1  ® p + 1 )  d- ® p - |- i ( l  ® p + 2 )  d" • < • d~ ® p + l • • • ® n —1 ( 1  ®n ) =
dpp +  1 2ip4i * • • •Pfi* Therefore, Upp =  %Cp4j<Cp42 • ■ ■ ®n*
/ I 0 . . . 0 0 • ° \0 1 . . . 0 0 . 0
Let — 0 0 . . . xp+j • 1 — Xp+j . 0
\ 0 0 . . . 0 0 . 1 /
for j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,n — p. Then A  =  u4Ij>+lAXl>+2 Since 0 < xp+j < 1,
A Xp+i = expitp'p+jEp'p+j) for some tPiP+j > 0. Thus, A = exp{tp<p+1EPiJ>+1) 
exp(tPiP+2EPtP+2 ) • •. exp(tpnEpn).
(3.7) Theorem: If B  is an n  x  n nonsingular upper triangular stochastic 
matrix, then it can be represented as
B Cn—1 Cn—2 • • • C l) where Cp exp(tp)p4j.Epip4i) • • ’ ^p(^pnf'pri)
for tij > 0.
Proof: Let B \ , . . . ,  B n be the rows of B = ( B j , . . .  B n) and Ij  be the j th  row 
of n  x n identity matrix. Then B  =  Cn- \ C n - 2  • •. Ci where Cp is n  x  n matrix
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such that Cp =  (Ji, J2, . . . ,  Ip- 1, Jp+ i , . . . ,  I n). Thanks to the Lemma
(3.6), Cp =  exp(tp)P+iBpiP+ i) . . .  exp(tpnBpn).
(3.8) Theorem: If B is an n x n nonsingular lower triangular stochastic matrix, 
then it can be represented as
B =  C2C3 . . .Cn,  where Cp =  exp(splEpl)exp(sp2 Ep2 ) .. .exp(sp<p- 1 Ep,p-i) 
for p =  2, . . . ,  n  and > 0.
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem (3.7).
(3.9) Theorem: The set U of all n x n  upper triangular (or lower triangular) 
embeddable matrices is same as the semigroup S  of all n x n  invertible upper 
triangular (or lower triangular) stochastic matrices.
Proof: Clearly, U C S  by definition. Thanks to the Theorem (3.7), S  C U. 
Thus, U — S. For the lower triangular case, the proof depends on the Theorem
(3.8) and the other thing is analogous to that of the above upper triangular 
case.
(3.10) Theorem  (Control theoretic version of Theorem (3.9)): Suppose that 
an n x n matrix -X"(t) evolves in time according to X( t )  = -X"(t).A(<) ; X(0) =  J. 
If A(t) is the n x n  upper triangular (or lower triangular) intensity matrix for 
all t > 0, then X( t )  will be a nonsingular upper triangular (or lower trian­
gular) stochastic matrix. Furthermore, the set of reachable matrices forms 
the semigroup of nonsingular upper triangular (or lower triangular) stochastic 
matrices.
(3.11) Lem m a: The set S  of all n x n matrices such that every row sum is 1
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forms a group.
Proof: The same argument as that of Lemma (2.4) shows that S  is a semigroup. 
Let A € S  and AB  — B A  =  I.  Then B  =  A~1. Then ipq = ^pkOkq 
for p,q =  1, . .  .n. Also, X^g=i *pq — Ylq=i Sfc=i p^kakq =  ]Cfc=i 2 g=i p^kakq 
=  X)fe=i akq) = Yjk=ibpk- Thus, 53fc=i =   ^ f°r P ~  1
Therefore, B  = A ~ 1 e  5.
(3.12) T heorem : Let A =  ||aij|| be an n x n nonsingular stochastic matrix 
such that
^ ( l  2 !. fc) > ° for =  1, 2, •••,»»,
A ( l  2 . . .  fc- 1  g \ ^ n , A ( l  2 . . .  Jfe-l  
( 1  2 . . .  jfe - 1  k )  ~ 0, A \ 1  2 . . .  fc- 1  g ) - '
where g = k , k  + I , . . .  , n  and k =  1, 2, . . .  ,n.
Then A can be represented as A — C2 . . .  CnDn- i D n- 2 • • '-Dij where Cp = 
exp{spiE pi)exp(sp2Ep2) . . .exp(sPiP- i E PtP- i )  and A  =  exp(ti,i+1£;iii+1) . . .  
exp(tin^in)  for 5tj 5 iij ^  0.
Proof: Since a n  > 0 from hypothesis, a matrix B\  which is row equivalent to 
A  is obtained by adding the first row of A  multiplied by — ^  to the ith rowd\\
of A  for i — 2 , . . . ,  n. That is,
B , =
( «11 0,12 • ■ • Oin
0  • • • a 2 n
\  0  O n 2(1) • • •  O n n (1)
A ( i  i )where a * /1* =  —   — for i, j  =  2, . . .  ,n.
all
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Since
o(1) -  22 — C DOil > 0 ,
a matrix B 2 which is row equivalent to B\  is obtained by adding the second
row of B\  multiplied by — to the ith  row of B\  for i =  3 , . . .  ,n. That is,
/  Oil 012 Ol3 Oln \
0 a 22^ 0 23(1) o 2n(1)
s 2 = 0 0 0 3 3^ 2^ . . .  o 3n<2>
\  0 0 o > > O n > /
where a i j ^  ^ — for i , j  =  3 ,n.  Since A  is row equiva­
lent to B 2■ - ' ( I  \  ! ) - * ■ ( !  \  ! ) ■  " • • •
-C I !)- a11a22(1)o33(2).
That is,
0 3 3
(2 ) _
( 1  2 3 \  , / l  2 3 \
( 1  2 3 )  - H i  2 3 )
011022 ( 1)
> 0.
■*(! i )
Continuing this process, we may obtain an upper triangular matrix B  which 
is row equivalent to A.  That is,
/  on Ol2 Oir Oln ^
0 a2r(1) 02n(1)
B = 0 0 Orr(r-1) • • Orn(r_1)
V 0 0 0 o J n- 1)/
The above process is a well known Gauss’s elimination method (see [ 5 ]). Since 
A  and B  are row equivalent,
. / l  2 . . .  k ~ l \  0 f l  2 . . .  k - l \
H i  2 . . .  k - l J = H l  2 . . .  k -  1 )  =
34
“ d ^ G  * ::: l ~ \
2
2
k
k
1 k \  
1 9 )
( 1 )
Therefore,
( f c- i ) ( i 22 k -k - 11 9 ) > 0 for k — 1, 2, . . .  ,n
. / I  2 . . .  f c - l \
" H i  2 . . .  k - l )
and g = k , . . .  ,n.
Let PTij (i > j )  be a n n x n  lower triangular matrix such that the main diagonal 
consists entirely of l ’s, and all the remaining elements, except the (ij)-th  entry 
a , are 0. Then WijA  is the matrix obtained from A  by multiplying the j th  
row of A  by a  and adding that row to zth row of A.  By choosing the proper 
number a, this process is equivalent to Gauss’s elimination method. Therefore, 
B = VnVn- i  . . .  Vi A,  where Vi is an n x n lower triangular matrix of the form 
W{j. Thus B — V A,  where V  =  Fn . . .  1^, is lower triangular and the main
diagonal of V  consists entirely of l ’s. That is,
/  1 0
v21 1 . . .  0 1
A — . . . I B
V Vn l Vn2
/ O.J2 Olr oln \
0 f 2022(l) ••• r2a2r(1) . ’’202n(1)
Let J  = 0 0 • ^Oin(i-1)
\  0 0 0 • r nann(n_1>/
and H  =
/  1 0l
”21 ^
\V„l V -n.1
r-3
0
0
n^n — 1 
T„-l
0 \  
0
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Then A  =  HJ .  Since akg^k~ ^  > 0 and ait**-1* > 0, we can make matrix 
J  stochastic by choosing the proper r,- > 0. Suppose we choose the proper 
ri > 0 so that J  is stochastic. Thanks to the Lemma (3.11), J -1 is the matrix 
such that every row sum is 1. Then H  = A J ~ 1. Again thanks to the Lemma
(3.11), H  is a matrix whose row sum is 1.
( 1  2 . . .  fc- 1  g \
\ 1  2 . . .  k - 1  k )
_  y '  h I 1 2 k ~ 1 u 2 . . .  u k \
y u i  u 2 . . .  Uk-J Uk J  \  1 2 . . .  k J1 <^1 <... <tifc <71 N ' x '
Since H  and G are triangular matrices,
( 1  2 . . .  fc- 1  g \
\ 1  2 . . .  k - 1  k )
_  ( 1  2 . . .  fc- 1  g \  ( 1  2 . . .  fc- 1  fc\
“  Vi 2 ••• k ~ 1 k )  V1 2 ••• k ~ l  k )
1 1 v9k
rk- i  T'k
= vgkau
a u ^ 2 a 2 2 (1) . . . r ka kt<S k ^  = V g k a n a ^ K  . .  a kk^k J)
. / I  2 \  . / I  2 . . .  k - 1  k \
A { i  2 )  4 ( i  2 . . .  k - i  k )
On . / l  2 . . .  f c - l \
A { l  2 . . .  k - l )
( 1  2 . . .  k - 1  g \
mi r V1 2 . . .  k - 1  k )Therefore, vak =  — ? f- > 0
9 / I  2 . . .  k - 1  k \  ~
\ 1  2 . . .  f c - 1  k )
Thus, H  is a nonsingular lower triangular stochastic matrix and J  is a non­
singular upper triangular stochastic matrix. Thanks to the Theorem (3.7) and
(3.8), the theorem is proved.
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(3.13) T heorem : Let A  =  ||ay || be an n x n nonsingular stochastic matrix 
such that
A ( k  k + 1 . . .  n )  > 0for k =
A (^p ^  > Ofori  =  l , 2, . . . , p a n d p  =  l , 2, . . . , n
A ( j  r  +  1 ”  j  > Ofor j  =  l , 2 , . . . , r  a nd r  =  l , 2 , . . . , n .
Then A can be represented as A = Cn- i C n - 2  . . . C i D 2 . . .  Dn- i, where Ci = 
exp(*t,t+i£>,P+i) • • • exp(tinE in) and Dj  =  exp( a ^ E j i ) . .. exp(sJj _ ,E Jj _ 1) 
for Spjitlm ^  0.
Proof: By Gauss’s elimination method as shown in Theorem (3.12),
B =
( n - l ) 0
®21 n^ ®22 n^
\  an i «n2
0
0
0 \  
0
C + - l n - l (1) 0
® n t i - l  A n n  /
is obtained from A
since arr ( n - r ) (r r +  1 r r +  1 :)
r +  1
A  ( r  +  1 
Since A  and B  are row equivalent,
:)
> 0 for r  =  1, . . .  ,n  — 1.
A ( p + 1 P +  2 . . .  n \
\ p  +  1 p +  2 . . .  n /
B  ( p + 1 P +  2 
V p  + 1  p  +  2
. n  \  
. n )
ap+l ,p+l^  ^   ^ — l , n  — 1^ ^a nn  S l i d
A ( p p + 1  . . .  n \ = B t p  p + 1  . . .  n \
\ i  p + 1  . . .  n J  \ i  p + 1  . . .  n  J
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— p^aP+i,P+i^ p   ^ • ®n —i , n — ^®nn for t — l , 2, . . . , p ,  and
p =  1,2, . . .  ,n. Thus,
a i n-p)pi
A ( P  P + 1 U \  
\ i  p + 1  . . .  n )
/ p + 1  . . .  n  \
\ p  +  l  . . .  n 7
> 0.
Let Wji  ( j  < i ) be an n x n  nonsingular upper triangular matrix such that the 
main diagonal consists entirely of l ’s, and all the remaining elements, except 
(jz)-th entry a , are 0. Then Wji A is the matrix obtained from A  by adding 
a  x (zth row of +) to j th  row of +. This process is equivalent to Gauss’s 
elimination method. Therefore, we can get B  by multiplying A  finite times by 
matrices of the form Wji. That is, B  = Vpj . . .  V\A,  where Vj. is the matrix of 
the form Wji for k =  1,2 , . . .  ,N.  Thus, A  =  F _1 B,  where V — Vn  . . .  Vi and 
the main diagonal of V  consists entirely of units. That is,
Let H
and J  =
/ r i d n  
2i
( » —l )  
( n —2)
/ ! Vl2 V\n \
0 1 . . . V2n
; : B .
\ 0 0 1 /
/ -  1 ri
t>12
T2 • . .
y.in \  
rn
0 J_
= rj rn
\  o 0 w j
0 0
r2<i22{n -2) 0
where > 0.
\  f'ndnl ^n®n2 ••• ^n+n '
Then A  — H J . Since rian^n~ 1^  > 0 and r pap^ n~p  ^ > 0, we can make J  
stochastic by choosing proper for A: = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Choose the proper ru > 0
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so that J  is stochastic. Since H  and J  are nonsingular, A J ~ l =  H.  Thanks 
to the Lemma (3.11), H  is a nonsingular matrix whose row sum is 1. By the 
Binet-Cauchy formula,
A ( i p + 1 . . .  n \  _  
\ p  p + 1  . . .  n J  ~
£  * (*1
p + 1 . . .
k2 . . . n —p + 1
A j  (  k\  k2 . . . ^ n - p + l  \
J  \ p  p + 1 . . .  n J
Since J  is lower triangular,
/  i  p +  1 . . .  ra \  _  g  /  i p + 1  . . .  n \  j  /  p . . .  n \
\ p  p +  1 . . .  n /  \ p  p + 1  . . .  n j  \ p  . . .  n )
—  ••• — (rpaFJ n p)) . . . ( r nann)
rp rp+1 r n
A (P ... n \  A / p + l
\ P  n /  \ P +  1
~ ViPA ( ^ X 
\ P  + 1
p +  2 
p +  2M
=  Vi*A { P
' n \  A ( 71 ~  ^ n ^ 
. n )  \ n -  1 n )
rrj'" a { : )
ar
Therefore, vip
:)
A ( i  p + 1  . . .  n \
\ p  p +  1 . . .  n )
A ( p  . . .  n \
\ p  . . .  n )
By hypothesis, Vip > 0. Thus, i f  is a nonsingular stochastic matrix. Thanks 
to the Theorem (3.7) and Theorem (3.8), the proof is completed.
(3.14) D efinition: Let A = ||oij|| be an n x n matrix. A minor of the form
( i p +  1 . . .  n  \  
\ p  p +  1 . . .  n ) for i = 1, 2, . . .  ,p, and p =  1, 2, . . .  , n
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or of the form
A [ r r 1" i ) for j  =  1, 2, . . .  , r  and r  =  1, 2, . . .  ,n\ j  r  +  1 . . .  n  J
will be called a right alm ost principal m inor  and a minor of the form
^ ( l  2 fc —1 k^j ^°r 9 ~  ’ ' ' , n  an^ ^ =  ’ ' ’ ,n
or of the form
^ ( l  2 1 - 1  j )  ^°r '7 =  an<** =  l»2, . . . , n
will be called a left a lm ost principal m inor  . A minor of the form
^ ( l  2 i | ; ) f o r f c = l , 2>. . . , n
will be called a left consecutive principal m inor  and a minor of the form
A { i  l l \  ”) for
will be called a right consecutive principal m inor.
(3.15) T heorem : The set A  of all embeddable matrices whose right (or left) 
consecutive principal minors are positive and whose right (or left) almost prin­
cipal minors are nonnegative coincides with the set B  of all stochastic matrices 
whose right (or left) consecutive principal minors are positive and whose right 
(or left) almost principal minors are nonnegative.
Proof: A  C B  is clear since an embeddable matrix is stochastic. Let b £ B.  
Then b is a finite product of exponentials of intensity matrices by Theorem
(3 .12 ) and Theorem (3 .13 ). That is, b (E A.  Therefore, A = B.
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(3.16) D efinition:
A minor A  ^  ^  ^  ^  (1 < *i < . • • < < n; 1 < fci < . . .  <  > n)
of the n x n  matrix A  =  ||a.{j || will be called almost principal if of the differences 
ii — k i , 12 — k2 , . . . ,  ip — kp only one is not zero.
(3.17) C oro llary : The set of all embeddable matrices whose principal minors 
are positive and whose almost principal minors are nonnegative is the same 
as the set of all stochastic matrices whose principal minors are positive and 
whose almost principal minors are nonnegative.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem (3.15).
R em ark : From the above theorems, we can conclude that C C A  U B  C 
{ embeddable matrices } C { invertible stochastic matrices }, where A is 
the set of all stochastic matrices whose right consecutive principal minors are 
positive and whose right almost principal minors are nonnegative, B  is the set 
of all stochastic matrices whose left consecutive principal minors are positive 
and whose left almost principal minors are nonnegative, and C is the set of all 
nonsingular TP stochastic matrices.
(3.18) D efinition: Suppose E  is an n x n  extreme intensity matrix. A matrix 
of the form exp(tE)  ( t > 0 ) will be called a Poisson matrix.
R em ark : In [ 16 ], S.Johansen proved in a geometric way that a 3 x 3 embed­
dable matrix has a representation as a product of a finite number of Poisson 
matrices. But he could not extend this representation to a general n x n  
embeddable matrix. The representation of an embeddable matrix as a finite
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product of Poisson matrices is known as a Bang-Bang representation in control 
theory: that is, one can reach the embeddable matrix by switching between 
extreme controllers a finite number of times. The following theorems enable 
us to represent an n x n  embeddable matrix which can be reached using a 
piecewise constant controller of the intensity matrices as a finite product of 
Poisson matrices, i.e., as a Bang-Bang representation.
(3.19) T heorem : Let L be a Lie algebra over IR. If x, y  £ L , then exy e ~ x 6 L , 
and is given by the explicit formula
exy e ~ x =  y  +  [x y] +  ^ [ x  [x y] ] +  [x [x y] ] ] +  . . . .
This is a standard theorem from Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (see [ 28 ]).
(3.20) T h eo rem  (Wei and Norman): Let X j , X 2, . . .  , Xj be a basis for a Lie 
algebra L over IR with the multiplication table [X* Xj \  =  aijkXk  for
i , j  =  1, 2, . . . , / .
Then (riexp(^ j^)) x i (nexp(-^ xj))=
\ j=l  J  \ j=r J  k-l
where r =  1, 2, . . . , /  and each bki =  Z>fct(<7i, • • • i9r) is an analytic function of gi 
through gr.
Proof: ( n ;=1 exp(^jX j)) Xi  ( l l j= r  exP(~9jx j))  = exp(p,Xi) . . .  exp(^rX r ) 
Xi  exp(—grX r) . . .  exp(—^ jXj)  =  exp(flriXj). . .  exp(^r_!X r_ ! ) exp(ad grX r ) 
X ie x p (-0r_ i X r_ i ) .. .exp(-flriXi) =  exp(aeZ flfjXi).. .exp(ad grX r)Xi.  By 
Theorem (3.19), the left-hand side of the above equation is in L. Therefore, 
that can be written as a linear combination of Xi to Xj as asserted. It remains
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to show that the bki are analytic. It is sufficient to prove the result for r = 1 
since an analytic function of an analytic function is again analytic.
00 _n
exp(5iX 1)Xi exp(-fli1j r 1) =  exp(gxad X x)X f =  X; + ^  ~^(ad Xa)nX;.
Timn =  1
I
k= 1
I
(ad X 1)2X i = [Xj [Xt X i } } = [Xx ] T  afiXfc] =  [X, a ^ X ,  +  . . .  +  a^X ,]
fc =  l
2
= a U X t * , ]  +  . . . +  «}<[*, A-,) =  « |f( V a ‘2X t ) +  . . .  +  a ' ^ V « ‘,X ,)
fc=l k=l
= (ai ia 12 +  aHai3 +  • • ■ +  a^ajjJXi +  . . .  +  (a^ a^  +  • • • +  alu alu )Xi.
Let M  be the maximum of for k ,h  — 1, 2, . . . , / .  Then
(ad Xj )2Xi  = vxX x +  . . .  +  V1X1, where |v_, | < IM 2.
Also, ( a d X i f X i  = [X! [Xa [Xa X f] ] ] =  [X, vxX x +  . . .  +  u,X, ] =
V2\X\ X2] +  . . .  +  V{[Xi Xj] =  t>2 ]Cfc=l al2-^k +  . . .  +  vl ^2k=l ailXk =
V2(aJ2Xi +  . . .  +  a\2X{) +  ■ •. +  vi(a\tX x +  . . .  +  altXi)  =  (v2fli2 +  w3ai3 +  
. . .  +  via\i)X  1 +  . . .  +  (v2°i2 +  • • • +  vio\i)Xi =  cjX i +  . . .  +  C1X1, where 
\cj\ < l2M 3. Continuing this process, we can get easily that
(ad Xa)nXi  =  P lXa +  . . .  +  PlX t where \Pj\ < ln~1M n < ( lM)n.
Clearly, -l^  is the general form of a convergent series. Also,
00 n
exp(fl'iXa)X,exp(—9aXa) =  X , +  V  ^r(paXa +  . . .  +p/X j)71;n=1
Therefore, each bij — TtfPj an analytic function of gj.
(3.21) Lem m a: Suppose Eij (i ^  j ) is an extreme intensity matrix for j  = 
1 ,2 , . . . , n  — 1 and i =  1,2 , . . . ,  n. Let A  be the linear span of the s. Then
[ Eki Eij ] £ A.
Proof: Consider the following four cases.
(1) The case of k < i and I < j.
[ E k i ,  E i j ]  =
Eki — Eij, 
Ekj — Eki, 
Eik — E u , 
10 ,
(2) The case of k > i and I > j.
{
E k i  E i j ,
0,
(3) The case of k <  i and I > j.
i i k  = h,
if k < I and i — I; 
if k > I and j  = k; 
otherwise.
if k =  Z;
if k > I and i = 1; 
if k < I and j  =  k; 
otherwise.
I
 E k i  E i j ,
Ekj ~ Eki,
E l k  -  E k i ,
E i k  -  E u ,  
0,
(4) The case oi k > i and I < j .
[ E k i ,  E i j ]  =
Eki ~ Eij,
E k j  -  E k i,  
E i k  — E k i ,
Eik -  E h, 
0,
if k =  Z;
if k < I, j  ^  k, and i = I
if k < I, i =  I, and j  =  k
if k < I, i I, and j  =  k
otherwise.
if k =  Z;
ii k > I, j  ^  k, and i = I
if k > I, i = I, and j  — k
if k > I, i I, and j  =  k
otherwise.
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Thus, the lemma is proved.
(3.22) T heorem : Let A  be an n x n  intensity matrix such that every element of 
A  is nonzero. Then exp(A) has a representation as a finite product of Poisson 
matrices.
Proof: let L be the Lie algebra generated by extreme intensity matrices Eij 
(i y£ j )  for j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 1 and i =  1 ,2 ,. . .  ,n . Thanks to the Lemma (3.21), 
L is same as the linear span generated by all extreme intensity matrices and 
the Ey's  (t ^  j )  form a basis for L. Suppose A = ai2E i2 +  • • • +  ainE in + 
. . .  +  l En n^—\ . Then each a^- > 0 since every element of A  is nonzero. 
Let £]2 -Al > • • ■ ) ^ n n -l — -^n3 — n &ud Oj2 — , . . . , flnn_j — bn 2 — n- Suppose
dU
—  = AU ; 17(0) =  I  and dt
U(t) = exp(<7i( t)X i) . . .  exp(gn2 _n(t )Xn2 - n),
where the gi(t) are differentiable scalar funtions of time. At t =  0, f/(0) =  7 is 
in the form
U{t) =  exp(01(<)Jf1) ...e x p (0n2_n(*)A'n2_n) 
with all <7t(0) =  0. Also,
ITT  ^ 71 f  % — 1 Tl^ ~Tl
n  €xp(9j(t)Xj)
i= 1  v =1 J-*
ATT n 2 — n j  i —1 n 2 —n  \
SinCe ~dt ~  AU’ 5Z  &*)  ( U M W X t  f l  exp{gj{t)Xj)  J =  AU.
i=l \ i = l  /
Clearly, U~x — e x p (-0n2_n(<)Xn2_n) . . .  exTp{-gi(t)Xi).  Therefore,
n2 7i /  i—1 n2 —n \
Az= S  9>i I I I  exP(9jX j)Xi  J J  exP(SjXj)  J exp{ - g n^ nX n7_n)
i=l \ j  = 1 j=i j
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n 2 — n  /  i —1 1
.. .exp(—< 7 1 X 1 )  =  S  9i II e M 9 j X j ) X i  JJ exp( ~ 9 j X j )  ]  .
i = i  y = i  j = i - 1
Thanks to the Theorem (3.20),
n —n n —n
a = y , ** = E «!(<) E
i = l  i = l  k=l
where Cki is an analytic function of g\ to gi-i.
g\{i)ckiXk-
fc=l i = l
Since X \ , X 2, • • ., X n2 —n is a basis,
/  bl \  
b2 c2i
*-1 , n 2 —n 
('2,n2—n
\
'  bn 2—n '  \ c n 2- n , l  • • •  cn 2- n , n 2- n J  \ ^ n 2- n ( 0
where ^,(0) = . . .  =  flr„2_n(0) =  0. At t=0,
i —1
i = l i=l
E »!<<>»•
t = l
Thus, 6j = 5i(0) , . . . , 6n2_n =  f l n 2 _ n ( 0 ) >
Let C =
^  CH  • • •  c l , n 3- n  \
C21 ••• C2,n2_n
\  c ra2—n , l c n 2 —n , n 2 —n  /
At < =  0, C = I.  The determinant of C at t — 0 is 1. Each Cjj is an analytic 
function of p i , . . .  , 5^-1 • Thus, the determinant of C is an analytic function of
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g i , . . .  Therefore, there exists a neighborhood N 0 of t =  0 in which the
determinant of C  is not zero. For i £ No,
above differential equation exists and is unique in iV0. Therefore, there exists 
a differentiable gi(t) for i — 1 ,2 ,.. .  ,n 2 — n. Also, <fr(0) =  0, and <^(0) > 0 
for i = 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,rc2 — n. There exists a neighborhood Ni  C No of t = 0 in 
which gi(t) >  0. Let N  be a neighborhood of t — 0 such that N  C 
Then exp (At) = exp(^1(t)X 1) . . .  exp(flrn2_n(<)Xn2_n) where t € N  and 
9i(t) ^  0 for i =  1 ,2 ,.. . n 2 — n. Choose > 0 in N  such that =  £ where 
r  is a positive integer. Then exp(Ati) =  ex p (s iX i). . . exp(sn2_nA'n2_n), 
where = gi(ti) > 0 for i =  1,2, . . . , n 2 — n. Thus, exp(A) =  e x p ( ^ )  = 
exp(rA ti) =  (exp(At1))r =  {exp(s! A i) . . .  exp(an2_nA'n2_n)}r .
(3.23) Corollary: Let A  be an n x n  intensity matrix. Then the representation 
of exp(A) is approximated as a finite product of Poisson matrices.
Proof: Clearly, A  can be approximated by an intensity matrix B  whose every 
element is nonzero. Since the exponential map is continuous, exp(A) can be 
approximated by exp(B). The proof is completed by Theorem (3.22).
(3.24) Theorem: An n x n  matrix which can be reached from the identity 
using a piecewise constant controller Q(t) with values in the set of intensity 
matrices which have all nonzero elements has a Bang-Bang representation; that 
is, a representation as a finite product of Poisson matrices.
/  \  
92(t) = c~l
(  hi \  
b2
where 5l (0) =  . . .  =  ^nJ_n(0) =  0.
Since C 1 is an analytic function of <71, . . .  gi^i in N q, the solution of the
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Proof: Let
where A(t) is piecewise constant controller.
Suppose A(t) =
for tk - i  < t.
Then P(t)  =  exp(>lit) for t < tj. For ti < t <  consider
A i, for 0 < t < ti ; 
A 2, for < < < <2 ?
Then P (t) =  exp(<A2)C*. P ( ti)  =  exp(fiA2)C =  exp(tiA i). Therefore, C = 
exp(-ti^42)exp(t1 4^1). Thus, P(t) — exp(A2(t -  ti))exp(<i.Ai) for ti < t  < t2. 
Thus, P{t) =  exp(4fc(t-tfc_i))exp(Afc_1(t fc_ i - < fe_2) ) . . .exp(yliti). The proof 
is completed by Theorem (3.22).
(3.25) C oro llary : An n x n  matrix which can be reached from the identity 
using a piecewise constant controller Q(t) with values in the set of intensity 
matrices is approximated by a Bang-Bang representation.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem (3.24) and Corollarey (3.23).
(3.26) Lem m a: Let /  be integrable over an interval in IR. Then given e > 0, 
there is a step function ^  such that JE \ f  — i’l < c.
This is a standard. See [ 24 ].
(3.27) T h eo rem  (Sussmann): Let
X{i)  = V( t)X{ t) ;  X (0) =  I
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be a control system. If the functions { Uk } converge weakly to U, then 
{ X(Uk, t) } converge uniformly to X(U, t) for 0 < t < T, where X(Uk , t) is 
the solution of the system X(t)  =  Uk(t)X(t) ; X(0) =  I.
For a proof of the above theorem, see [ 25 ].
(3.28) T heorem : Any n x n  embeddable matrix can be approximated with a 
finite product of Poisson matrices.
Proof: Let A  be an embeddable matrix. Then A  is the solution of the following 
control system. X (t)  = X(t)U(t)  ; X(0) =  I,  where U(t) is a bounded
measurable function with values in the set of intensity matrices. Thanks to 
the Lemma (3.26), there exists a sequence of step functions { Un(t) } such 
that J  Un(t) converges to J  U(t). Let X(Un , t ) be the solution of the system 
X{t)  =  Un(t)X(t)  ; X(0)  =  I.  Thanks to the Theorem (3.27), X(Un, t)
converges uniformly to X(U, t). Since X(Un, t ) is approximated by a finite 
product of Poisson matrices by Corollary (3.25), X(U, t) is approximated by 
a finite product of Poisson matrices.
R em ark : The above theorem is well known (see [ 21 ]) in control theory and 
is called the chattering principle.
(3.29) Lem m a: Let A be a set of all n x n intensity matrices and 5  be a set 
of all n  x n intensity matrices such that every element of B  is nonzero. Then 
B  is as same as the interior of A.
  2
Proof: Since the set of n x n  matrices over IR is identified with IRn , B  can be
identified with Un*~n x F n, where U =  (0, oo) € IR and V  =  (—oo,0) € IR.
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Since U and V  are open, B  is open. Thus, B  C interior of A.
Let i  be a matrix which has at least one 0 as its off-diagonal entry (or as 
its diagonal entry). Suppose x is in the interior of A. Then there exists a 
neighborhood N  of x such that x €E N  C interior of A C A. Then N  contains 
matrices whose off-diagonal entry is negative (or whose diagonal entry is posi­
tive). By contradiction, x cannot be an element of the interior of A. Therefore, 
B  is as same as the interior of A.
(3.30) T heorem : Let A  be a matrix in the interior of the set of intensity 
matrices. Then exp(^4) has a representation of a finite product of Poisson 
matrices.
Proof: The proof is immediate from Theorem (3.22) and Lemma (3.29).
C H A PT E R  4. LIE SEM IG RO UP THEORY
(4.1) Lem m a: Any two-dimensional non-abelian Lie algebra L over a field F 
is isomorphic to the set
Proof: It is well known that two dimensional non-abelian Lie algebra with a 
basis { cc, /? } is characterized as [ a , (3 ] =  a  ( see [ 12 ] ).
Let <f> : L  —> a f f ( F )  be a map defined by (j>{aa +  b/3) =  o )  *
Then <f>([aa + b/3, ca +  d/3}) =  -  bc)(3) =  ^  a d ~ bc j^
W M  +  V H « a  +  « = [ ( ;  * ) , ( ; ;  £ ) ]  =  ( «  * - * « ) .
Clearly, (f> is one-to-one and onto. Therefore, <f) is an isomorphism.
N o ta tio n  an d  R em ark : Let A //(IR ) denote the non-abelian group of all 
2 x 2 matrices ^ ^ J ^ , where a, 6 € IR and a > 0. We may identify ^ ® J ^  
in A //(IR ) with (a, 6) G IR2.
(4.2) Lem m a: Given any cone C in A //(IR ) with bounding rays R\  = 
{(x , y) G IR2 : y =  p(x -  1), ® > 1} and iZ2 =  {(®> y) G IR2 : x > 1, y  = 
g(® — 1)} where p < q, there exists an inner automorphism of A //(IR ) carrying 
the Ri  to {(®, 0) G IR2 : * > 1}, R 2 to {(®, y) G IR2 : y  =  (x — 1), x > 1} 
and the cone C to the cone consisting of the convex hull of these two image 
rays. Analogously the cone which is the convex hull of {(*, y) G IR2 : y =
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p(x -  1), 0 < x < 1} and {(e, y) £ IR2 : y — q(x -  1), 0 < x < 1}
can be carried by an inner automorphism to the convex hull of the rays
{(®, 0) £ IR2 : 0 < x < 1} and {(®, y) £ IR2 : y =  1 — x, x > 1}.
Proof: Let <j> : i4 //(IR ) —* Aff(JR.) be defined by
*(; 0>=(o t)(s 0(o t A —— •
Clearly, (j) is an inner automorphism.
*(; p(xr 1))>=(s 7)Co ^ X V  r)
( ax ap(x — 1) +  p a \  / a -1 — p \  __ / x 0 \o i A  o i ) - Vo i ) '
«(l q{x; 1)))=C 7)C ^ ^ C o  T)
( ax aq(x — 1) +  pa  \  /  a -1 — p \  _  /  x x — 1 \
o i A  o i A  Vo i )•
One checks directly that <j> is an affine mapping. Hence it carries the cone C 
to the convex hull of the two image rays.
The proof of the alternate case 0 < x < 1 proceeds analogously.
D efinition: A cone C which is the convex hull of two rays {(a?, y ) £ IR2 : 
y =  p{x — 1), x > 1} and {(®, y) £ IR2 : y  =  q(x — 1), x > 1} (respectively,
{(*, y) £ IR2 : y = p ( x -  1), 0 < x < 1} and {(x, y) £ IR2 : y = g (a :- l) , 0 <
x < 1}) with p ^  q, is called a positive cone (respectively, negative cone).
R em ark : Let J  =  |  ^  : c £ IR |  and I f  be a cone in a //(IR ). If
W  fl I  =  {0}, then exp(kF) is either a negative cone or a positive cone.
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(4.3) C oro llary : Given any two positive (respectively, negative) cones, there 
exists an inner automorphism carrying one to the other. Any positive cone is 
anti-isormorphic to any negative cone.
Proof: Let C\ and C2 be positive (or negative) cones. Compose the inner 
automorphism constructed for C\ in Lemma (4.2) with the inverse of the one 
for C2. If Ci is positive and C2 is negative, first carry C2 to C ^ 1 by inversion 
and carry C ^ 1 to C\ by inner automorphism.
We turn now to the exponential mapping exp : a //(IR ) —> Aff(TR). A 
direct calculation yields
Letting (3 = pa, we conclude the exponential image of the ray y = px, 
x > 0 (resp. x < 0) is the ray y =  p(x — 1), x > 1 (resp. 0 < x < 1). 
We thus obtain
(4.4) P ro p o sitio n : The exponential function carries the cone W  between 
y =  px, x > 0 (resp. x < 0) and y = qx, x > 0 (resp. x < 0) home- 
omorphically onto the cone S  between the rays y = p(x — 1), x > 1 (resp. 
0 < x < 1) and y = q{x — 1), x > 1 (resp. 0 < x < 1). That is, W  =  L(S)  and 
S = exp(W).
We consider now the factorization properties of positive and negative 
cones.
(4.5) P ro p o sitio n : Let 5  be a positive or negative cone in A f f ( lR )  with 
bounding rays Si and S2. Then S  =  S 2 =  S 1 S 2 = S2Si and for each s e S,
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this factorization is unique.
Proof: In light of Lemma (4.2) and Corollary (4.3), it is sufficient to restrict our 
attention to the standard cone S  bounded by Si = {(s, 0) £ IR2 : x  > 1 } and 
S2 =  {(®, y) £ IR2 : y =  x — 1, x > 1 }. Then for x > 1 and 0 < y < x — 1,
( ;  l )  =  ( o  l )  ( o  ^  1 ^  ^  an^ °n*y if x = uw and y =  uw -  u. 
These equations have the unique solution u = x — y, w =  - f - .  Similarly,
(o i )  = (o V ) ( o  i ) if an<* °n*y ^  x  ~  w u  and y  ~  w  ~~1 ^gain
this has a unique solution. Finally S 2 =  (S i S 2)(S2S i ) =  S i S 2Si  =  S iS iS 2 = 
S j S 2  =  S .
y = x
exp
(1,0)
Fig. 1
R em ark : We may identify ^ jj J J  e  <z//(IR) with (a, b) € IR2. By this, W  
with p = 0, q =  1 in Proposition (4.4) can be identified with W  in F ig. 1. 
Also, we may identify f jj l )  € A f / W  with (c>d) € ® 2- Every ray line
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of slope m  in W  which contains 0 is mapped onto the ray of the same slope 
m  which contains (1, 0) € IR-2 by the exponential map. Thus, we may identify 
{ exp(w) ; w £ W  } with V  and identify Sj and S2 in Proposition (4.5) with 
the bounding ray lines of V  as shown in Fig. 1. From this point of view, we 
may conclude V = Si S2 — S2Si in F ig. 1 from the result of Proposition
(4.5).
(4.6) C oro llary : Let
a //< m ) =  { ( “ o ) : ‘ e I R }>
and A f f ( M )  = { exp(a) : a £ a //( lR )  }.
Then (1) I  is an ideal and { exp(i) : i £ I } is normal subgroup of G.
(2) Let W  be an arbitrary wedge in c //(lR ), and { tAi : t > 0 } and
{ tA 2 : t > 0 } be its bounding rays. Then Si =  {exp(t.4i) : t > 0}
and S2 =  {exp(t^42) : t ^  0} are ray semigroups of G. If W  fl /  =  {0}, 
exp(lF) = S i S 2 = S 2Si.
Proof: The proof is straightforward, and (2) follows from Proposition (4.5). 
N o ta tio n : We shall denote the set of non-negative real numbers with 1R+.
(4.7) T heorem : Let Gi be an analytic group with Lie algebra gj (i =  1,2), 
and let h be a homomorphism of g i into g2. If G\ is simply connected, there 
is unique one analytic homomorphism n of Gi into G2 for which dn = h and 
7r(expX) =  exp(dn)(X) for X  £ gx, where d is the derivative. Furthermore, 
the kernel of ir is a discrete central subgroup of G 1 .
This is a standard theorem. For a proof, see [ 26 ].
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(4.8) T heorem : Let £  be a two-dimensional real Lie algebra generated by
{A, B } and let exp : L  —> G be the exponential mapping. Suppose
[ A ,  B ] e Linear span of {A , B } and W  D I  =  {0}, where W  =  
{ tA  -f  sB  : t ,s  > 0 } and I  — {r[A, B] : r  € IR }. Then exp(kF) = 
=  exp(IR+A)exp(IR+J3) =  exp(IR+5) exp(IR+A).
Proof: Suppose L  is non-abelian. Thanks to the Lemma (4.1), L is isomorphic 
to
open half-plane. Thanks to the Theorem (4.7), there exists an unique analytic 
homomorphism it of A //( IR ) into G such that the following diagram commutes.
There exist Aj and Bi  in a //(IR ) with h{Ai)  =  A  and h(Bi)  = J3j. Clearly, 
W  C L is isomorphic to Wi = { tA\ +sBi : t , s  > 0}. Wi is a wedge in o //( lR ) 
whose bounding rays are { tA\ : t > 0 } and { tBi  : t > 0 }. Also, I  C L 
is isomorphic to =  { r[Ai , Bi  ] : r  G IR }. And h _1(WA fl I)  =  h - 1(0) =  0 
since h_1 is an isomorphism. Thus, Wi fl I\  — {0}. Thanks to the Corollary
(4.6), exp(W/1) =  S[S'2 =  S'2S[, where =  { exp(tAi) : t > 0 } and 
S'2 =  { exp(<J?i) : t > 0 }. Then exp(kP) =  exp(h(kFi)) =  7r(exp(kF;i)) = 
^ (5 ; S'2) = 7r(SJ )n(S2) = 7r(exp(lR+A1))7r(exp(lR+ B1)) =  exp(h(lR+A1)) 
exp(h(IR+£fj)) = exp(IR",' J4)exp(IR+jB). Similarly, we can show that exp(VF) 
=  exp(IR+B)exp(IR+A).
Clearly, exp(u//(IR )) is simply connected, since it is homeomorphic to an
A f f (  IR) ♦ G
exp
h
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(4.9) Lem m a: Let S’ be a subsemigroup of a group G and s £ S. Then the 
following are equivalent.
( l ) s S C S s .  (2) Ss~* C s~1S. (3) sS'-1 C S ~ 1s.
Proof: (1) —> (2) : Suppose sS  C Ss. Then s~1sSs~1 C s~I Sss~1. That is, 
S s~ 1 C 5~1S'.
(2) —> (3) : Suppose S s~ 1 C s~*S. Then (S's-1 )-1 C (s“ 15 )~ 1. That is, 
sS'-1 C S ~ 1s.
(3) -> (1) : Suppose s S ' 1 C S ^ s .  Then (5S'" 1) " 1 C (S " 1*)-1 . That is, 
S s -1 C s~*S. Then sSs~ 1s C ss~1Ss. Thus, sS  C Ss.
(4.10) Lem m a: Suppose aj < a-i < 0 and b\ < 62 0. Then there exists
ri < r 2 < 0 such that
«p((o’ o))«p((o o)> = 'xp<(o o ) )exp((o o >
Proof: We have
? M 7
where 0 < eai < 1 and e“l — 1 < ^ ( e ai — 1) < 0. Also,
» « (:■  ; ) > = ( • ;  k ~ " ) -
where 0 < ebl < 1 and ebl — 1 < j^(e&1 — 1) < 0.
Let A = eai, B  = %(eai - 1), C = eh\  and D  =  |f ( e 6l - l ) .  Then 0 < A  < 1, 
A  -  1 < B  = ^ ( A  -  1) < 0, 0 < C < 1, and C -  1 < D  =  ^ ( C  -  1) < 0.
Snppose (0 f ) ( o  ? )  = (0 ? ) ( o  1)• Then A c  =  x A  and
AD + B  = x B  + y. Thus, x — C and y =  AD  +  B  — x B  =  AD  +  B  — C B  =
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A D  -f B{ 1 — C). Therefore, y < 0 is clear. Also, y — (x — 1) =  y — x + 1 = 
y -  C  +  1 =  AD + B  -  C B  -  C +  1 > A(C -  1) +  5(1 -  C) -  C +  1 > 
A(C  — 1) +  (A — 1)(1 — C) — C +  1 =  0. Thus, x — 1 < y < 0 and 0 < x < 1. 
Assume exp( ( ~  Then e -  = *
and ^ ( e ri — 1) =  y. From this, there exists a unique rj < 0 which satisfies 
eri = x. Since 1 + y — x > 0 and r 2 =  =  " TV-7** -
0. Thus, there exists r j < t- i < 0 which satisfy the above assumptions.
y = x — 1
(1.0 )
(0, - 1)
Fig . 2
R em ark : We may identify y  ^  ^J  (a > 0) in A //(IR ) with (a, b) in IR2.
From this point of view, Lemma (4.10) implies sS  C Ss  for s E S, where S  is 
as shown on F ig. 2 . Clearly, S ~ 1 is as shown on F ig . 2. Let T  =  { (x,y)  E
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IR2 : x > 0 }. Then T  is a group which contains S  and S' 1 as subsemigroups.
(4.11) Lem m a: Suppose aj < a2 < 0 and 0 < b2 < 6j. Then there exists 
**1 < V2 < 0 such that
exp((o : ) ,Mp((o o)) = ' xp((o o > ~ p((o ?))■
Proof: Since aj < a2 < 0, exp( ^ ^ ) e  S, where S  is as shown in
F ig . 2 . Since 0 < 62 <  61, e x p (^ ^  € S -1 . Thanks to the Lemma
(4.9) and the above Remark, S s-1 C s ' 1 S. Thus, there exists s' E S  such that
exp((o o ) )exp((o o ) ) = exp<(o o ) )s'-
Therefore, there exists rj < r2 < 0 such that s' =  exp( ^  ^  ^
R em ark : Lemma (4.11) implies S s ' 1 C s~1S,  for s -1 € S ' 1, where S  and 
S ' 1 are as shown in F ig. 2 .
(4.12) D efin ition: Let .A and B  be linearly independent elements of a non- 
abelian Lie algebra L. Then {A, B } is called a positive pair if there exist p,q > 
0 such that [A, [A, B ] ] =  p[A, B] and [B, [A, B] ] =  q[A, B]. Also {A, B}  
is called a negative pair if there exist p, q < 0 such that [A, [A, B ] ] =  p\A, B],
[B, [A, B ] ] =  q[A, B ], and [A, B ] € Linear span of {A, B}.
(4.13) Lem m a: Let {A, B }  be a negative pair of a 2-dimensional Lie algebra 
L. Suppose <j> : L  —> aff(SL)  is an monomorphism such that
^ ) “ ( o  0 )  • » » « * > = ( ?  ? ) .
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Then xj  < 0 and yj < 0.
Proof: Let
M o  " o H M o  %)■
Suppose [A, [A, B] ] =  p\A, B ] for p < 0 and [B , [4, B] ] =  q[A, B ] 
for q < 0. Since <j>{[A, [.A , B] ])= [X , [X , Y] ] and <f>(p[A, R])=p[X, F], 
[X, [X, Y] ] =  p[X, Y] for p < 0. Let
' = {(o o)
Thanks to the Corollary (4.6), I  is an ideal of the Lie algebra generated by X  
and Y.  Clearly, [Jf, Y] G I .  We may assume [X, F] =  ^  ^  for fc G JR. 
By simple computation, we may show x\ =  p. Similarly, we may show that
Vi = q-
(4.14) Lem m a: Let {A , B }  be a positive pair of a 2-dimensional Lie algebra 
L. Suppose <j> : L —> a //( lR )  is an monomorphism such that
* M o  o) “ *#*) - (?  «)•
Then > 0 and y\ > 0.
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Lemma (4.13).
R em ark : If A  and B  are linearly independent elements of a non-abelian 
two-dimensional Lie algebra L and W  fl /  =  {0}, where W  = { a A  +  f3B :
<x,(3 > 0 } and I  =  { ~y\A, B] : 7 G IR }, then {^4, B } is either a negative
pair or a positive pair.
(4.15) Lem m a: Let A and B  be a negative pair in a Lie algebra L(G ), and
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let W  =  IR+j4 +  IR+I?, S  =  exp(W), Si =  exp(IR+ A), and S 2 — exp(IR+ 5 ). 
Then S  =  exp(VF) = S 1 S 2 =  S 2 S 1 is a semigroup, and sS  C Ss  for all s E S. 
Proof: If [ A, B  ] ^  0, then as in Theorem (4.8) there exists a monomorphism 
h : a //(]R ) —» L(G) with h (A i ) == A , h(Bi) = B,  a homomorphism 7r : 
.4 //(IR ) —► Gr, and a commutative diagram.
Af f{TR)  ------------   ► G
exp
df f \
| e x p
m  — -— > h g )h
The first assertions were shown in Theorem (4.8). Since A, B  form a nega­
tive pair, so do A i ,B i  by lemma (4.13). Let T  =  exp(IR+^4i)exp(IR+Bi) = 
exp(IR"t'B i)exp(IR+i4i). Then T  is a semigroup and ir(T) — S  by commutivity 
of the diagram. By Corollary (4.3), T  is isomorphic to
(? =  ex  p ( k + ( “ 1 "01 ) + B + ( o1 f l ) )
= exp{(o 0) :
By Lemma (4.10), aQ C Qa for all a 6 Q. Since the composition of tt and the 
isomorphism to S  carries Q onto S,  it follows directly that sS  C Ss  for all
s € S.
The case [A , B  ]=0 is straightforward since exp restricted to HL4 +  IRJ9 is a 
homomorphism in this case and the image is abelian.
(4.16) T heorem : Let L(G) be a 3-dimensional real Lie algebra generated by 
{ X ,Y ,Z } .  Suppose [X, F] € Linear Span of {X, F}, [X, Z] =  0 =  [F, Z], and 
{X, F} is a negative pair of L(G). Then T  = { exp(pZj)exp(gX)exp(rF) :
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P,Q'»r > 0 } =  { exp(pZi)exp(<7F)exp(rX ) : p, q,r > 0 } is a subsemigroup 
of G , where Z\ =  t X  +  s Y  +  Z  for s, t < 0.
Proof; Let S  =  exp(]R+X ) exp(IR+F). Then S  = exp(IR+F)exp(lR+Ar) and 
sS  C Ss  for each s £ S. by Lemma (4.15). Also, T  =  exp(IR+ Z1 )S. Note if 
<r-1 =  exp(r2(tX  +  sF )), then <r £ 5. Let exp(riZi)<Ti, exp(r2Zi)cr2 £ T. 
Then exp(rj Zi )<Ti exp(r2Zi )<r2 = exp(r1^ 1)<r1 exp(r2Z )exp(r2(/X  + sY))<r2 
=  exp(r1Zi)cr1 exp(r2Z)cr- 1<r2. Since Z  is central, exp(r;iZi)<ri exp(r2Z)cr- 1<72 
=  exp(riZ i)exp(r2Z)cricr- 1(T2. Furthermore, exp(riZ i)exp(r2^)<ri<r-:,«T2 = 
exp(r! Z i ) exp(r2 Z)cr~1(r3 cr2 for some <r3 £ 5  since 5V-1 C <r- 15. Therefore, 
exp(r!Zi)<Ti exp(r2Zi)<r2 =  exp((rj +  r2)Zi)(r3cr2 £ exp(IR+ Z i)5 . Thus, T  is 
a semigroup.
(4.17) C oro llary : Let L(G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X , Y , Z  }. Suppose [X , F] £ Linear Span of {X, F}, [X, Z] = 0 =  [F, Z], 
and {X, F} is a positive pair of L(G). Then { exp(qX )exp(rF)exp(pZj) : 
Pi<lir > 0 } =  { exp(<7F )e xp(rX )exp(pZi) : p, q,r > 0 } is a subsemigroup 
of G, where Z\ = t X  -f  s Y  + Z  for s, t < 0.
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem (4.16).
(4.18) T heorem : Let L(G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X , Y , Z  }. Suppose [X, F] £ Linear Span of {X, F}, [X, Z] = 0 = [F, Z], 
and {X, F} is a negative pair of L(G). Then { exp(gX )exp(rF)exp(pZj) : 
P,<hT > 0 } =  { exp(gF)exp(rX )exp(pZ!) : p ,q,r > 0 } is a subsemigroup 
of <?, where Z\ =  t X  +  s Y  + Z  for s, t > 0.
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem (4.16).
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(4.19) C orollary : Let L(G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X , Y , Z  }. Suppose [X , y] G Linear Span of {X, y } , [X, Z] =  0 =  [y, Z], 
and {.ST, Y }  is a positive pair of L(G). Then { exp(p2’i)exp(gX )exp(ry ) : 
P>q,r > 0 } =  { exp(pZi)exp(yy)exp(rX ) : p, q,r > 0 } is a subsemigroup 
of G , where Z\  =  t X  + s y  +  Z  for s , t  > 0.
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem (4.18).
(4.20) D efinition: Let X be a Lie algebra over a field F. Then C(L)  = 
{ z G L  : [x, z] = 0 for all x G X } is called the center of X. [X, X] is the 
vector space spanned by { [sc, y] : ®,y G X } and is called the derived algebra 
of X.
(4.21) Lem m a: A Lie algebra automorphism preserves the center and the 
derived algebra.
Proof: straightforward.
(4.22) T heorem : Let L(G)  be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X , Y , Z  }. Suppose Z € C(L),  and [.X , Y] = j Y ,  where 7 < 0. Then S  = 
{ exp(pZ1)exp(yX )exp(ryi) : p,q ,r  > 0 } =  { exp(pZ1)exp(yy1)exp(rX ) : 
p, q, r > 0 } is a subsemigroup of G for s, t < 0, where Z\  =  (t +  s)X  +  s Y  +  Z  
and Y i = X  + Y .
Proof: Suppose <f> : X —> X is an automorphism. Since <f> preserves the center 
and the derived algebra, <j>(Z) G C(L)  and </>(Y) G [X, X]. That is, <f>(Z) =  qZ  
and <f>(Y) = 9Y  for rj,6 ^  0. Let <f>(X) =  u X  +  v Y  + wZ.  (^[AT, Y}) = 
[<^(X), 4>{Y)] = [uX + v Y  + wZ, BY). Thus, jB Y  = uOjY. That is, u = 1. We 
may take v =  0 and w = 0. Then <f>(X) =  X.  Clearly, {X, X +  Y, Z  } generates
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L. [X, X  + F] is in the linear span of X  and X  + Y .  By simple computation, we 
may show X  and X  +  F  are a negative pair. Clearly, [X +  F, Z) =  0 =  [X, Z]. 
Thanks to the Theorem (4.16), { exp(pZi)exp(<jX)exp(r(X +  F )) : p,q ,r  > 
0 } =  { exp(pZi) exp(g(X +  F ))exp(rX ) : p,q,r  > 0 } is a semigroup, where 
Z\ — t X  +  s(X  +  F )  +  Z  for s , t  < 0.
(4.23) Theorem: Let L(G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X ,F , Z }. Suppose Z £ C(L), and [X, F] =  7F , where 7 > 0. Then 
{ exp(gX )exp(rF!)exp(pZi) : p,q ,r  > 0 } =  { exp(gFi)exp(rX)exp(pZ!) : 
p, q, r > 0 } is a subsemigroup of G for s, t < 0, where Z\  =(<-(- s )X  +  sF  +  Z  
and Fj =  X +  F.
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem (4.22). The only thing 
different is that this depends on Corollary (4.17) while Theorem (4.22) depends 
on Theorem (4.16).
(4.24) Theorem: Let L(G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X, F, Z  }. Suppose Z  6 C (L ), and [X, F] =  7 F , where 7 < 0. Then 
{ exp(gX )exp(rFi)exp(pZi) : p,q ,r  > 0 } =  { exp(?F1)exp(rX )exp(pZ1) : 
Pi <1,r > 0 } is a subsemigroup of G for s, t > 0, where Zi = (t + s )X  + sF  +  Z  
and Yx = X  +  F.
Proof: This theorem depends on Theorem (4.18). The remainer of the proof 
is analogous to that of Theorem (4.22).
(4.25) T heorem : Let L{G) be a three-dimensional real Lie algebra generated 
by { X , Y , Z  }. Suppose Z  £ C(L), and [X, F] =  7 F , where 7 > 0. Then 
{ exp ( pZi ) exp(gX) exp(rF j) : p ,9, r > 0 } =  { exp(pZi) exp(qFi) exp(rX ) :
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p,q ,r  > 0 } is a subsemigroup of G for M > 0, where Z\ =  (t +  s )X  +  sF  +  Z 
and F, =  X  +  F.
Proof: This depends on Corollary (4.19). The remainer of the proof is analo­
gous to that of Theorem (4.22).
R em ark : We showed in C h a p ter  3 that every 3 x 3 upper triangular stochas­
tic matrix is factorized as exp(<j£23) exp(tf2£ i 2) exp(<3£ | 3) where <i,<2,<3 >  0. 
Since the set of upper triangular stochastic matrices forms a semigroup, we ob­
serve that {exp(11 £ 2 3 ) exp(12 1 2 ) exp(< 3 £ 1 3 ) : <i,<2,<3 >  0 } is a semigroup. 
This nice example motivates us to investigate the commutative Lie semigroup 
theory in a weak sense. This example is explained theoretically as follows. 
[E\2, £ j 3] =  £12 — E i 3, [£12, £23] =  £13 — £121 [£13, £23] =  0. Let L  be 
a Lie algebra generated by {£12, £13, £23 }• Let X  — E i2, Y  =  £13 -  
£ 12, and Z  = E n  + £ 23. Then [.X , Y] = —Y, [X , Z] =  0 =  [F, Z\. By 
Theorem (4 .22), { exp(p((t +  s)X  +  s F  +  Z))exp(gA ’)exp(r(A ’ +  y ) )  : p,q,r  > 
0 } is a semigroup for s , t  <  0 . Choose t =  0 , s = —1. Then (t + s )X  + 
s Y  + Z  = - X - Y  + Z  =  £ 23, X  = E j2, and X  +  Y  =  £ 13. Therefore, 
{exp(<1£ 23)ex p (/2£ i 2)exp(<3£ i 3) : <i,tf2, t 3 >  0 } is a semigroup as we
expected from the example. Thus, Theorems (4 .22), (4 .23), (4 .24), and (4 .25) 
are an abstract generalization from that example.
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